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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Engineering background 

Many engineering structural designs, e.g. piles, dams, offshore structures or towers, 

are subject to various dynamic loads caused by earthquakes, wind, currents and waves. 

Knowledge of their dynamic response is necessary to achieve safe, economical and 

competitive designs. In this respect, to describe fluid-structure interaction dynamic 

problems in engineering, simple models of beams surrounded by water or other medium 

are used to derive understanding of the fundamental dynamical characteristics of the 

design. 

1.1.1 Dam-water system 

Man has from antiquity been obliged to provide storage water for survival. This has 

driven the construction of barrages and dams to provide water for irrigation or town or 

city water supply, improving navigation, generating hydroelectric power, creating 

recreation areas or habitats for fish and wildlife, flood control and containing effluent 

from industrial sites such as mines or factories. 

Reservoirs containing tens of hundreds of millions of cubic metres of water stored at 

heights of tens of metres above the normal course level of a river are a public safety 

hazzard. In the case of a failure of a dam, there would result a flood whose depths would 

be equal to the depth of water stored at the time of rupture, and whose volume would be 

many times that of a natural flood. The volume of water released by dam failure would 

travel down the river with a much higher velocity than a natural flood and be capable of 

causing destruction of a catastrophic character (see Leonards (1987)). 

There exists a large quantity of research about dams (see for example, Bourgin 

(1953), Jansen (1988)) and they are of various types. For example, embankment dams 

(see Casagrande (1973)), gravity dams, arched darns and gravity-arched dams (see 

Bourgin (1953) and Jansen (1988)). 

Dykes or embankment dams are the most ancient form of dam. They are walls built at 

the edge of a lake, river or stream to protect adjacent land from flooding. They are 
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triangular in shape with flat upstream and downstream slopes. A gravity dam is 

considered to be formed by a triangular profile, the crest of which lies on a straight line, 

circle or parabola. It is assumed to transmit the applied forces (the pressure of the water 

acting horizontally, and the weight of the masonry acting vertically) directly to the 

foundation rock. The gravity dam is very sensitive to an increase in water level and runs 

the risk of failure by overturning or sliding. The arched dam, unlike the straight gravity 

dam, distributes the major part of the forces acting on it, by arch action, to the abutments 

in the rock forming the walls of the gorge in which the dam is built. The arch dam is 

designed as a series of horizontal arch rings, each supposed independent of neighbouring 

rings and each submitted to a constant radial hydrostatic pressure. The arched dam is not 

suitable for very wide sites, as it is uneconomical and arch action is doubtful. Therefore, a 

mixed type of dam is considered to be adopted, either the arched gravity dam of reduced 

section, or an arched dam carTied to extremes but with a thickened section at the centre 

and still further thickened at the abutments. 

According to height, a large dam is higher than 15 metres and a major dam is over 

150 metres in height. Alternatively, a low dam is less than 30 metres high; a medium

height dam is between 30 and 100 metres high, and a high dam is over 100 metres high. 

For example, the Three Gorge Dam in China will be the largest hydroelectric dam in the 

world when completed in 2009. Its height will be 181 metres. The expected investment is 

between 24.65 to 75 billion US dollars with installed power generation capacity of 19.2 

Gigawatts. Its function includes flood control, power generation and improved 

navigation. 

Although the interaction between the dam and the foundation should be included in 

the problem, simple models like beam-water interaction systems are used to derive the 

basic understanding of the complex dam-water problems. In practice, it is assumed that 

there exists enough length of dam so that the displacement along its length direction is 

considered very small and therefore can be neglected and the dam is assumed to undergo 

a plane strain process (see Novozhilov (1961)) during the motion. As a result, a three

dimensional dam-water system is reduced to a two-dimensional dynamics system, see 

Figure 1.1. Furthermore, for dams of sufficient height, experience suggests that a beam 

model accurately describes its motion and provides useful results for engineering 

17 



Water 
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Dam Water 
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Water 

2-D beam-water system 

Figure 1.1 Dam-water system to beam-water model. 
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applications. The beam-water interaction system studied in this thesis provides an 

essential model to solve dam-water interaction systems. 

Observation showed that the displacement in the vertical hannonic motion, caused 

by earthquake, is only about one-third that of the horizontal motion (see Bourgin (1953)). 

Therefore, the dynamic response of beam-water system to horizontal foundation vibration 

is investigated in this research. 

1.1.2 Offshore structure 

Offshore structures are used worldwide for a variety of functions and in a variety of 

water depths, and environments. Offshore structures may be used for a variety of reasons: 

Oil and gas exploration, Navigation aid towers, Bridges and causeways, Ship loading and 

unloading facilities. 

Almost half of the oil and gas resources of the world are beneath the seas. To access 

these resources, man was forced to develop various types of offshore platforms. The most 

commonly used structures in the Gulf of Mexico are made of steel, and are used for 

oil/gas exploration and production. 

Offshore structures can be designed for installation in protected waters, such as lakes, 

rivers, and bays or in the open sea, many kilometers from shorelines. The oil and gas 

exploration platforms are the best example of offshore structures that can be placed in 

water depths of 2 kilometers or more. These structures may be made of steel, reinforced 

concrete or a combination of both. Some environments, where offshore platforms 

operate, are in hurricane areas with wind loads much larger than experienced in calm or 

sheltered water regions and these can severely damage the structure. For example, in 

2004 Hunicane Ivan damaged seven platforms in the Gulf of Mexico, 100 underwater 

pipelines and shut down production at some facilities for several months. Also in August 

2005, HUlTicane Katrina swept towards the heart of the U.S. oil and refinery operations in 

the Gulf of Mexico, where 20 percent of the United States' energy is produced, shutting 

down an estimated 1 million bane1s of refining capacity. At least two drilling rigs were 

knocked adrift in the gulf and another in Mobile Bay, Alabama, broke free of its mooring 

and slammed into a bridge. Therefore, the dynamic response of the structure to exciting 

forces above the water level such as wind load is of interest in this study. 
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Figure l.2 3-D offshore platform to 2-D semi-infinite beam-water system. 
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When external forces act in one plane, a three-dimensional offshore structure-water 

problem can be reduced to a two-dimensional beam-water system with water on both 

sides (see Figure 1.2). Furthermore, this two-sided water model can be simplified to a 

single-sided semi-infinite water model on which the water pressure acting along the beam 

equals the difference of the water pressures on both sides of the beam, due to the fact that 

the system is symmetric but the motion of the beam is anti-symmetric. The method to 

solve the problem is the same, but a one-sided case is simpler and easier to find the 

solution. 

1.1.3 Long thin ship 

For some long thin ships, designers sometimes adopt a free-free beam-water system 

model to derive the basic behavioural knowledge of a ship (see Attwood and Pengelly 

(1922), Evans (1975), Bishop and Price (1979)). For example, Attwood and Pengelly 

(1922) used the equivalent beam model to convert an elaborate ship box girder into an I

beam of several flanges. The simple beam idealization of stress distribution is used quite 

generally for first-order effects from end to end of the ship. But this model can only be 

used for long thin ships. When the breadth/depth proportions of ships makes the I-beam 

span/depth ratio too small, the simple beam stress distributions are no longer so 

predominant as to represent the true total picture. 

Beam 

Water 

Figure 1.3 Free-free beam-water system to simulate 
long thin ship-water system. 

Simple models like beam-water models can represent various fluid-structure 

interaction systems including darns, offshore structures and even ships. Therefore, this 

study focuses on the dynamic behaviour of beam-water interaction systems. 
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1.2 Beam-water interaction problems 

1.2.1 Natural vibration 

When a system is displaced from its position of equilibrium and released, it oscillates. 

In theory, there are as many natural frequencies as degrees of freedom. Natural vibration 

is the vibration of a mechanical system at the natural frequency in the absence of external 

influences, as well as assuming no damping. 

Resonance occurs when a mechanical system is exposed to a peliodic force whose 

frequency is equal or very close to the natural undamped frequency of the system, which 

means the increase in amplitude of oscillation of the mechanical system. For many 

mechanical structures, resonance may cause damage to the structure and the life 

expectancy and reliability of the structure can be considerably reduced, therefore 

resonance must be avoided to keep a structure in working condition. In engineering 

designs, the working frequency of the system must be far away from any natural 

frequency of the system. Therefore, knowledge of the natural frequency of a mechanical 

system is of extreme importance. 

For linear systems, the mode superposition method is often used to derive the dynamic 

response of a system (see Popov (1968». This method requires a preliminary modal 

analysis to derive the natural characteristic of the system and then to calculate the 

structure's response. 

Due to the above two main reasons, a good understanding of the natural frequencies 

and natural modes of the mechanical system is very useful in engineering designs. 

1.2.2 Dynamic response 

Dynamic response is the behaviour of the output of a device as a function of the 

input, both with respect to time. Many engineering structural designs, e.g. piles, dams, 

offshore structures or towers, are subject to various dynamic loads caused by 

em1hquakes, wind, currents and waves. The objectives of the dynamic response analysis 

are to obtain the dynamic displacements, velocities, accelerations, strains and stresses of 

a system subjected to various external forces. The results of the dynamic response 

analysis are used to check the dynamic rigidity and strength of the system. Knowledge of 

the dynamic response is necessary to achieve safe, economical and competitive designs. 
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1.3 Previous work 

Many publications involving theoretical and numerical studies of this kind of fluid

structure dynamical problems are found in the literature and a selection is now discussed. 

1.3.1 Natural vibration 

Linear natural vibration problems 

In solid mechanics, the natural vibration and dynamic responses of a cantilever beam 

with a tip mass attached to the free end, have been well investigated by many researchers, 

such as, for example, Takahashi (1980), To (1982), Laura and Gutierrez (1986), etc. 

Nagaya (1985) and Nagaya and Rai (1985) applied elastodynamic theory and a transfer 

matrix method to solve problems relating to transient and seismic flexural responses of 

variable cross section beams with tip inertia immersed in a fluid. Chang and Liu (1989) 

extended this study to determine the natural frequencies of an immersed restrained 

column subject to an axial force and compared the results with analytical solutions. 

Uscilowska and Kolodziej (1998) considered an offshore structure of column shape with 

an attached tip mass partially immersed in a fluid. They considered the fluid affects as an 

additional added mass to modify the mass density of the beam and studied the effects of 

the tip mass and its rotation inertia on the free vibration of the beam. The concept of 

added mass was defined by Pramila (1986, 1987) as the weight added to a system due to 

the fact that an accelerating or decelerating body must move some volume of surrounding 

fluid with it as it moves. The added mass can be incorporated into most physics equations 

by considering an effective mass as the sum of the mass and added mass. The above four 

investigations account for fluid effects by including an added mass to the beam governing 

equation to simplify the fluid effect on the structure, and the main focus of the 

investigation was the behaviour of the structure, and no results were presented for fluid 

motion. To overcome this, based on a linear wave equation of the fluid subject to an 

undisturbed condition at infinity of the fluid domain, Xing, et al. (1997) developed an 

eigenvalue equation to represent the natural vibration of a uniform cantilever beam-water 

interaction system. They obtained the solutions of the natural frequencies and the 

corresponding vibration modes for different combinations of boundary conditions. 

Calculations showed the natural frequencies of the coupled dynamic system are lower 
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than those of the flexible dry beam, indicating that the influence of water on the beam 

frequencies has the main effect of an additional mass, i.e., an added mass, due to the 

water can be treated as an incompressible fluid in lower frequency range. This exact 

fluid-beam interaction model raveled the pressure modes in fluid domain. However, the 

study has not considered the effects of tip mass on the beam-water interactions. 

Furthermore, as it is well known, for infinite fluid domain problems, the Sommerfeld 

radiation condition was introduced which represents energy transmitting from the system 

through the fluid to infinity without reflection. The natural vibration of a fluid-structure 

interaction system subject to the Sommerfeld condition has not been addressed although 

Xing (2002) presented an initial investigation. 

In this research, these unsolved problems are addressed. For both linear and nonlinear 

problems in the study, fluid forces along the fluid-structure interface are used to represent 

their interactions and the governing equations describing structure and fluid motions are 

solved. The effect of tip mass and rotation inertia and Sommerfeld radiation condition on 

the dynamic behaviour of the system are investigated. Part of this investigation on the 

natural frequency of a cantilever beam-water interaction system with a concentrated mass 

attached to its free end has been completed and published (see Zhao, et al. (2002)). The 

natural frequency of a two-dimensional fluid-structure interaction problem with 

Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity is investigated and compared with the 

results for the undisturbed condition. The several chosen fluid-structure interaction 

systems are analyzed to reveal the physical mechanism caused by Sommerfeld condition. 

1.3.2 Dynamic response 

Linear dynamic response cases 

Eatock Taylor (1981) summarized the analyses available to evaluate hydrodynamic 

loads acting on submerged structures in the context of a seismic design of dams, intake 

towers and offshore platforms. The structures were considered to be flexible, and a linear 

fluid-structure interaction analysis was developed using the modes of vibration of the 

structure oscillating in the absence of the surrounding fluid. The significance of fluid 

compressibility and free surface wave effects were discussed in the review and an 

illustration of their influence was presented through a closed form solution relating to a 
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simple rectangular reservoir-dam system. He concluded that in practice the interaction 

between surface waves and compressibility may be safely neglected. Westermo (1981) 

examined the dynamics of multiple cylindrical elastic beams in a horizontal fluid layer 

assuming the fluid to be linearly compressible water and each cylindrical beam modelled 

by Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. He concluded that the multiple cylinder fluid interaction 

has significant influence on the dynamic response of the system, particularly for 

frequencies higher than the first natural frequency of a free beam. Kuang and Cao (1993) 

presented an approximate method to investigate the earthquake response of a fluid-single 

leg gravity platform-soil interaction system. The dynamic response of the system was 

analyzed and the influences of various foundation geometric dimensions and water

depths on the hydrodynamic loading were examined. In these previous researches, the 

effect of tip mass and the Sommerfeld radiation condition have not clearly analyzed and 

compared. The present study investigates the dynamic responses of the two-dimensional 

beam-water interaction system with either undisturbed or Sommerfeld radiation 

conditions imposed at infinity. The calculated results show little difference (error within 

1 %) between the dynamic behaviour of the beam-water interaction system subject to the 

two different boundary conditions. It suggests that for simple beam-water interaction 

problems, we can implement an undisturbed condition at infinity instead of the 

Sommerfeld radiation condition, and derive a very good approximate solution with 

reduced analytical and computational effort. 

Nonlinear dynamic response cases 

Bergan, et al. (1985) outlined a method for nonlinear static and dynamic analysis of 

flexible systems submerged in water. The formulation used allows for very large 

deformations and material non-linearities. Aspects concerning efficient solution of the 

nonlinear static and dynamic equations were discussed. Xing and Price (2000) developed 

some nonlinear mathematical models to provide formulations of the equations of motion 

describing the dynamical interaction behaviour between an incompressible or 

compressible ideal fluid and a moving or fixed, elastic or rigid structure. The general 

theoretical approach is based on the fundamental equations of continuum mechanics, the 

concept of Hamilton's principle and suitably formulated variational principles. The 
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resultant mathematical model, expressed in a fixed or a movmg frame of reference, 

allows the theoretical establishment of nonlinear problems associated with ship dynamics 

and offshore engineering. 

In the first MIT conference (see Bathe (2001) on computational fluid and solid 

mechanics, Zhang and Bathe (2001), Kroyer (2001), Matthies and Steindorf (2001), Mok, 

et al. (2001) and Drews and Horst (2001) discussed suitable numerical methods to solve a 

range of nonlinear fluid-structure interaction problems. The solutions of the coupling 

equations reported were categorized into two approaches. Namely, one is commonly 

refened to as the partitioned or iterative solution procedure where the dynamics of the 

fluid and structure are solved separately and data exchanged at every time-step or 

iteration. The other is a direct or simultaneous solution procedure which establishes the 

fully coupled governing fluid flow and structural equations and the equations are solved 

using an iterative method. The mathematical models reported include finite element 

models for both fluid and solid and a combination model adopting a finite element 

method in the solid and a finite volume approach to describe the fluid dynamics. In these 

models, the developed powerful techniques of finite element methods (see, for example, 

Bathe (1982), Zienkiewitz and Taylor (1989,1991) are used to describe the dynamics of 

the solid in the solid domain, but benefits arising from adoption of a finite difference 

formulation to describe the dynamics of the fluid is reduced, being replaced by a finite 

volume method. 

Price and Xing (2000) proposed a finite element method to model the solid with a 

finite difference method to describe the fluid in the development of a mixed finite 

element - finite difference numerical scheme of study to calculate nonlinear fluid-solid 

dynamical interaction problems. The proposed coupled iterative scheme is a partitioned 

or iterative procedure as defined later (see, for example, Bathe (2001», which solves the 

fluid flow equations for the last calculated structural configuration before the forces along 

the fluid structure interface are calculated. The application of these forces in the structural 

model allows evaluation of the incremental structural displacements that are applied to 

the fluid model and the process of data exchange between structure and fluid continues 

until convergence of the load/time behaviour is reached. In this preliminary numerical 

investigation, the structure was treated as a rigid body undergoing large motions so that 
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ideas and concepts were clarified before considering a fully flexible solid (Xing et al. 

(2002, 2003)). The present thesis continues this study by examining the behaviour of 

structures through a spring-nonlinear beam-water interaction system. The beam is 

assumed to undergo a large rigid motion and a small elastic deformation. 

Some of the previous researches account for the fluid influence by adding added mass 

to the dynamic equation of the beam. But there is no added mass in a standard structure 

solver program. By using fluid forces as the external forces to include all effects from the 

fluid in the motion, we can use the standard structure solver and fluid solver and combine 

them without much modification. Therefore, we use this approach in both linear and 

nonlinear cases in this study. 

1.4 Scope and outline of the present work 

A general motivation of the present study is to investigate beam water interaction 

problems theoretically and numerically, with particular reference to the natural vibration 

and the dynamic response of a beam-water system considering the effects of the tip mass 

and the different boundary conditions at infinity of the fluid. 

There are two parts in this study. Namely the first part discusses linear problems in 

Chapter 2 to Chapter 5. The second part deals with nonlinear problems in Chapter 6. 

Chapter 7 discusses conclusions derived and deduced from this research. 

The natural frequencies and dynamic response of a beam water interaction system 

with an attached tip mass are studied in Chapters 2-5. Chapter 2 discusses the governing 

equations of the natural vibration of a beam water system with an imposed undisturbed or 

Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity in the water domain. Chapter 3 discusses how 

to solve the equations in Chapter 2 and derive solutions for natural frequency and 

dynamic response of the system. Chapter 4 studies the natural vibration and dynamic 

response of the beam-water interaction system with undisturbed condition imposed at 

infinity. Chapter 5 discusses the natural frequency of a one-dimensional spring-mass

water system and a two-dimensional rigid beam-water system with Sommerfeld radiation 

condition imposed at infinity. The investigation is extended to the natural frequency and 

dynamic response of the same two-dimensional beam water system as discussed in 

previous Chapters with a Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity. Chapter 6 
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investigates the nonlinear beam water interaction problem using numerical analysis 

through developed numerical iterative procedures. These solve the fluid flow equations 

for the last calculated structural configuration and then calculate the forces acting along 

the fluid structure interface before applying these forces to the structure. This allows 

evaluation of incremental structural displacements, which then are applied to the fluid 

model. The interactive process continues until solution convergence is reached satisfying 

suitably selected error criteria. 
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Chapter 2 

Governing equations describing two-dimensional beam water 

dynamic interaction systems 

In Chapters 2 - 5, linear problems of the natural vibrations and dynamic responses of 

two-dimensional beam-water interaction systems are investigated. We assume that all 

disturbances are of small quantity in these four Chapters such that all products of the 

disturbances are negligibly small. For the general case, the governing equations 

describing the dynamics of a fixed-free, flexible beam-water interaction system are 

formulated and presented in this Chapter. Figure 2.1 illustrates the flexible beam-water 

interacting system in which a concentrated mass Ino with moment of inertia 10 is 

attached to the free end of the beam with water filling the domain F / 2 ~ x ~ r:J) , 

o ~ y ~ h. The beam width F is assumed finite but very small compared to the infinite 

fluid domain and length of beam. For this reason and to simplify analysis, we use x = 0 

to approximate for position x = F /2 on the fluid structure interface. That is, Figure 2.1 

represents an idealised two-dimensional dam or reservoir. 

y 

Beam 
Radiated free surface wave 

H 

x 

Figure 2.1 Coupled beam-water interaction system 
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Here, x and y represent a two dimensional Cartesian coordinate system with its 

origin 0 located at the intersection of the central line of the beam and the horizontal 

floor of the reservoir. It is assumed that the water is compressible, inviscid, its motion 

ilTotational and the reservoir is of mean depth h; the flexible uniform beam is of height 

H(> h), immersed height h, of depth F and of unit thickness B = 1 perpendicular to 

the 0 - xy plane. The bending stiffness of the beam, mass density with a unit thickness 

of the beam material and mass density of the water are denoted by EJ, p, and PI 

respectively. Under the assumption of small disturbances, the linearised equations 

describing the dynamic pressure p(x, y,t) in the water, the horizontal deflections 

Uj(y,t), (O<y<h) and u2(y,t), (h<y<H) of the beam are described in section 2.1. 

The loads applied to the beam-water interaction system are illustrated in Figure 2.1 and 

defined in the nomenclature. At the free end of the beam at y = H, a concentrated 

"f Q Q iQ I d b d' M M iQ I h d excltmg orce = oe q an a en mg moment z = oe III act on t e concentrate 

mass. At the foundation of the beam at y = 0, there exists a horizontal displacement 

w(t) = woeiQ,,1 simulating a seismic displacement, in which .Qq' £Jill and .Qw are the 

cOlTesponding exciting frequencies. 

2.1 Governing equations 

2.1.1 Fluid domain 

Dynamic equation 

O<x<oo,O<y<h. (2.1) 

where c denotes the velocity of sound in water. Because we use the pressure variable p 

in the structure equations, it is more convenient to use a wave equation to describe the 

fluid movement. 

Boundary conditions 

On the free surface, this condition takes one of the two following forms: 

(1) Zero free surface wave disturbance 

p = 0, y=h, (2.2) 
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or 

(2) a free surface wave disturbance governed by the equation 

y = h. (2.3) 

On the bottom of the reservoir, assumed impelmeable and rigid, 

dp =0 
dy , y = O. (2.4) 

At infinity in the water domain, it is assumed that either an undisturbed condition or a 

radiation condition applies. 

For an undisturbed condition, it is assumed that the pressure disturbance in the water 

caused by the beam motion does not transmit to infinity. This implies that the undisturbed 

condition is governed by the equation 

p = 0, X-7 00 • (2.5) 

To solve wave radiation problems In an infinite domain, Sommerfeld (1949) 

proposed a radiation condition to be imposed at infinity in the medium. Physically, this 

represents a disturbance in the water transmitting along the positive x direction with no 

wave reflected. Arens (1999) listed the following Sommerfeld radiation condition, 

III-J [-::. .1'( ) J . - uU x • \' 
lzm r 2 - lku (x) = 0 , 
r-'J= dr r= lxi, (2.6) 

uniformly in all direction x / r, where 1/ denotes a suitable variable defining dynamic 

behaviour in the scattered field, k the wave number and 111 = 1,2,3 the spatial dimension 

of the problem. Only in equation (2.6) does x represent a vector, and r its length. 

For the two-dimensional cases studied in this chapter, the Sommerfeld radiation 

condition can be written as follows, see Xing et al (1997), 

p(x,y,t) = P(x,y)e- ii2t , 
dP A A 

- - Lip = P - LiP = 0 dx ,x ' 
X-700. (2.7) 

2.1.2 Solid domain 

Dynamic equation 

The equation of motion governing the submerged part of the beam, treated for 

simplicity as a Bernoulli-Euler beam (see Popov (1968)), is given by 
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O<y<h, (2.8.l) 

and for the dry portion in air 

d4u2 d2u2 
EJB-4-+ p\.FB-2-= 0, 

dy , dt 
h<y<H. (2.8.2) 

Deleting the parameter B, we have 

d
4
uj d

2
u j _ ( ) EJ-4-+ p".F-2- - -p O,y,t , 

dy dt 
O<y<h, (2.9.1) 

and for the dry portion in air 

EJ
d4U2 Fd2U2 =0 

4 + Ps 2 ' dy dt 
h<y<H. (2.9.2) 

For an undisturbed condition at infinity, the dynamical pressure p(x, y,t), the 

horizontal deflections uJ(y,t) and u2(y,t) are all real value variables whereas, for the 

radiation condition at infinity, these variables may have complex values. 

Boundary conditions 

At its base the beam is assumed fixed to the foundation such that, 

Uj(o,t) = w(t) , 

duJ(O,t) 
---''-'---'- = ° . 

dy 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

At the free end, the concentrated mass n10 with moment of inertia 10 , the 

concentrated exciting force Q = QoeWq1 and bending moment M z = MoeWmt are taken 

into account. By accounting for bending moment and shearing force at the free end of the 

beam, we derive the following boundary conditions, 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

To develop a natural vibration analysis for the fixed-free beam-water system in the 

absence of extemal force acting, it follows that Q = 0, M z = 0. 
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On the interface between the wet and the dry portions of the beam, the horizontal 

deflection, the rotation angle, the bending moment and internal shear force of the beam 

must be continuous. These conditions are expressed as follows: 

uj(h,t) = uAh,t) , 

au/(h,t) _ auAh,t) 
ay ay 

a2uj(h,t) _ a2u2(h,t) 
ay2 - a/ 

a3uj(h,t) _ a3u2(h,t) 
ay3 - ay3 

2.1.3 Fluid-structure interaction interface 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

On the fluid-structure interaction interface, we assume an impermeable and motion 

consistent boundary condition which implies that the fluid cannot flow into the structure 

and has the same displacement, velocity and acceleration as the beam on the interface, 

therefore the pressure p in the water and the horizontal displacement uj of the wet beam 

section satisfy equation (2.9.1) and the relation (see Xing et al (1997)) 

ap _ _ a2u/ 
ax - PI at2 ' x=O,O<y<h. (2.18) 

2.2 Variable separable forms of governing equations 

By using the separation of variables method (see, for example, Courant & Hilbert 

1962), solutions of the pressure p, displacements u/ and U2 are sought in the forms 

p(x,y,t) = P(x,y)T(t) = X(x)Y(y)T(t) , 

u/(y,t) = Uj(y)T(t) , 

u2(y,t) = U2(y)T(t). 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21 ) 

The substitution of these expressions into the governing equations (2.1 )-(2.18) allows 

separation of variables and it can be shown that each of the variables X(x) , y(y), T(t), 
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UJ (y) and U2 (y) satisfy the following sets of equations in which an overdot implies a 

time derivative and a dash or upper (n) a spatial differentiation. That is, 

(1) Time function T( t) : 

T+ilT=O, 

(2) Spatial y-function Y(y): 

y,(O) = 0, 

subject to the boundary condition derived from equation (2.2). Namely, 

Y( h ) = 0 , neglecting free surface waves, 

or from equation (2.3) 

y,( h) - iI Y( h) = 0, including free surface waves. 
g 

(3) Spatial x-function X(x): 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

For undisturbed condition (2.5), the pressure disturbance In the water does not 

transmit to infinity, 

X(x) = 0, x --)- 00 , (2.28) 

For Sommerfeld radiation condition (2.7), the pressure disturbance may not be zero at 

infinity, 

X' - ill = 0 , x --)- 00 . 

(4) Displacement functions UJ(y) and U2(y) : 

EJUP) - PsFiluJ = -X(O)Y(y) , 0 < y < h, 

h < y < H, 

subject to the boundary conditions from equations (2.10)-(2.13) 

U (0) _ i(Dw-h)t 
J - woe , 

U/ (0) = 0, 

EJU/' (H) = Ioilu2
' (H) + Moei(Dm-h)t, 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 
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(2.35) 

and the continuous conditions from equations (2.14)-(2.17) 

Uj(h) = U2(h), (2.36) 

U/ (h) = U/ (h), (2.37) 

U/' (h) = U/' (h), (2.38) 

U/" (h) = U/" (h) . (2.39) 

(5) On the fluid-solid interaction interface it follows from equation (2.18) that 

O<y<h. (2.40) 

In these equations, ( )', ( )", ( )'" and ( )(4) indicate the differential order of the 

function ( ). d, ;;:2 and ~2 represent three complex parameters to be determined. They 

satisfy the relation 

(2.41) 

2.3 Dimensionless equations 

For a more general discussion of the proposed solutions, the following non

dimensional parameters are defined by Xing et al (1997), 

y 
~= H' 

h 
V= 

H' 

A 

? Q 
0)- =

Q' 
b 

4 
1"2 0) -2 
A =--K -2 

C 
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(2.42) 

Here Db = [EJ / (PsFH4)t2 represents the frequency parameter of the dry beam. The 

variable ~ denotes a non-dimensional coordinate and v defines the ratio of water depth 

to beam length; r represents the mass ratio of water to beam and OJ2 denotes the 

frequency parameter. We see from equation (2.41) and (2.42) that A = m and we 

introduce the following parameters 

rno r =--
III FH' Ps 

(2.43) 

to study the effect of attached top mass and concentrated moment of inertia. 

In order to derive the dimensionless equations, we assume the beam deflection 

functions have the following forms, 

UJ(y) = UJ(~)H, 

U2 (y) = UA~)H, (2.44) 

where UJ and U2 are dimensionless variables. Substituting equations (2.42) and (2.44) 

into equation (2.30), we derive 

= -X(O)y(y) , (2.45.1) 

The multiplication of H3 to both sides of the above equation allows derivation of the 
EJ 

dimensionless equation, 

(2.45.2) 
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Substituting equations (2.42) and (2.44) into equation (2.31) and (2.40) and using a 

similar technique, we obtain 

U)4)(~) - O/U2(~) = 0, v < ~ ~ 1, (2.46) 

U (~) = X'( O)~(y) = H4 X'( O)Y(y) 
I ") 4' O~;::~V. 

PjHfY EJ yO) '=' 
(2.47) 

Again, substituting equations (2.42) and (2.44) into equations (2.32)-(2.39) and using 

a similar technique, we derive the dimensionless boundary conditions, 

U/ (0) = 0, 

UI(v)=UAv), 

U/ ( v) = U2' ( v), 

-"() -"() UI v = U2 v, 

U/" (v) = U/" (v). 

(2.48) 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

We will discuss how to solve these equations in Chapter 3 and illustrate how to derive 

the natural frequencies and dynamic responses of the system in the following Chapters. 
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Chapter 3 

Solution procedure of beam water interaction systems 

In this Chapter, we discuss the solution of the equations describing the natural 

vibration and dynamic response of beam water interaction system described in Chapter 2. 

We first need to derive expressions defining functions X( x ), Y(y) and T( t) . 

3.1 Solutions of functions X(x) , y(y) and T(t) 

The adoption of the parameters ii, f(:2 and l2 allows the general solution of the 

previous sets of equations (2.22)-(2.29), subject to the imposed boundary conditions, to 

be represented as follows (for reference to solve ordinary differential equations, see 

Hairer et aI1987). 

(i) For the time function, two solutions are possible depending on the value of Q. 

That is 

T(t) = At+B, .0 = 0, (3.1 ) 

.0* 0. (3.2) 

(ii) The function Y(y) satisfying equations (2.23), (2.24) takes the form 

Y(y) = Dcas(iy). (3.3) 

(iii) The solutions of the function X(x) satisfying equation (2.27) take the form 

A = 0, (3.4) 

X(x) = qeii~ +se-iix , (3.5) 

Here, A,B,D,SI,S2,a,b,q and s represent constants to be determined depending on 

the boundary conditions. These constants are complex valued in general. 

The well known relations 

Lx • • 
e = cos x + I szn X , 

casix = cash x , 

sinix = isinhx, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 
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coshix = cosx, 

sinhix = isinx, 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

allow the complex fonns of the functions X( x), Y(y) or T( t) to be transfonned into 

other fonns. For example, the function T(t) in equation (3.2) and the function X(x) in 

equation (3.5) can be expressed alternatively in the fonns, 

T(t) = a cos( Q t) + b sin( Q t), 
A 2 

for Q "* 0, (3.11 ) 

X(x) = g cos( ~x ) + S sin( ~ ) , 
A) 

for X "* 0, (3.12) 

where a,b,g and s are constants to be detennined depending on the boundary 

conditions (different from a,b,q and s in equations (3.2) and (3.5)). 

In Section 3.1.1 to Section 3.1.4, four kinds of boundary conditions in the water 

domain are examined and the corresponding solutions of functions X(x) and Y(y) are 

given, respectively. No assumption is introduced concerning fluid compressibility (i.e. 

0< c ~ CI)). Solutions for T(t) are shown in equations (3.1) and (3.2). The discussed 

boundary conditions are: undisturbed condition or Sommerfeld radiation condition at 

infinity, free surface wave disturbance neglected or included. In the following sections or 

chapters, different solutions to the problem depend on the chosen combinations of the 

above four kinds of boundary conditions. 

3.1.1 Undisturbed condition at infinity 

From equation (2.27), (3.4) and (3.5), it is found that 

X(x) == 0, 

X(x)=e- AX
, 

A = 0, 

A = iA. 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

A A 

Therefore, a nontrivial solution of the problem is obtained only if A = iA, where A is 

a pure imaginary number, and A represents a positive real number. Although the solution 

should be A = A,. + iAi , (Ai> 0), where A,. and Ai are the real and imaginary parts of 

A, only the real fonn of the solution is discussed in this case. It must be noted that only 

the real parts of these complex functions p, u
J 

and u
2 

represent real physical quantities 
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as discussed by Pippard (1978). For a real value of Q, the function T(t) given in 

equation (3.2) represents a complex function and the real pressure p(x,y,t), 

displacements uj(y,t) and u2 (y,t) defined in equation (2.19)-(2.21) are represented by 

their corresponding complex functions. 

It should be pointed out that in equation (2.42), we define the relation 

4 
1"2 OJ -2 
/I, =--K -2 

C 
(3.16) 

but for the undisturbed condition at infinity, we use the real form of solution A = iA . 

This causes equation (2.41) to become 

..1,2 =K2 _ d 
c2 ' 

and the dimensionless parameter A = m changes to 

4 
1"7 -7 OJ 
/1,- - K-- - c2 

3.1.2 Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

From equations (2.7) and (2.29), the solution of the spatial x-function X( x) can be 

expressed as follows (constant coefficients neglected), 

{ 

1 12=0=). 
X(x )T(t) = i(l1:~b) A 

e ,Q-:;t. 0 or A -:;t. 0 
(3.19) 

3.1.3 Free surface wave disturbance neglected 

The function Y(y) expressed in equation (3.3) must satisfy the boundary condition of 

equation (2.25), from which it follows that 

DCOS(Kh) = O. 

Solving this equation, we find that the following results are derived. 

~(y) = COS(Kny) , for Kn = (2n -1)1r / 2h, n = 1,2,3"" 

Y(y) == 0, for K = other complex value. 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 
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3.1.4 Free surface wave disturbance included 

The function Y(y) in equation (3.3) satisfies the boundary condition gIVen III 

equation (2.26), from which it follows that 

A d 
tan(Kh)=--A' 

gK 

Solution to this equation allows y(y) to be expressed in the forms 

y(y) = D, 

KO = iKo' Q> 0 

n = 1,2,3,,,, for arbitrary h 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

where K n (n = 1,2,3,,,,) is derived by solving equation (3.23), and D represents a 

constant number. K 0 satisfies the following equation 

(3.27) 

The solutions of K nand K 0 given in equations (3.23) and (3.27), respectively, can be 

derived numelically or in graphical form (for example in real form solution, see Xing, et 

al (1997)). 

For the case 12 = 0 = 1, it follows from equation (2.41) that K == 0 and the only 

possible solutions of Y(y), X(x) and T(t) is the constant pressure solution as defined 

by 

X(x)T(t)=1, 

Y(y) = D, 
A A 

Q=O=)., 

K = O. 

The above solutions represent a static constant fluid pressure. 

(3.28) 

The main purpose of this study is not the static case solution but an investigation of 

the natural vibration characteristics and dynamic responses of the fluid-structure 

interaction system. For each given value of 12 (12 -:j:. 0), there exist infinite pairs of 
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parameters An and K n , which satisfy equation (2.41). Therefore, there exists a series of 

functions Xn (x) and ~ (y) . By adopting the superposition principle, it can be shown that 

for the undisturbed condition case, 

(3.29) 
n n 

or for Sommerfeld radiation condition case, 

(3.30) 
n n 

where each unknown G
n 

represents a real constant in equation (3.29) and a complex 

00 nm 

constant in equation (3.30). Here I represents I in exact solution forms or I in 
n n=1 n=1 

approximate forms for numerical analysis, and nm denotes the number of solutions K n 

adopted in equations (3.29) and (3.30). 

3.2 General solutions to displacements u1 , u2 

In order to use the dimensionless forms of equations (2.45.2)-(2.47) in Chapter 2, we 

first write the spatial functions in the following dimensionless forms, 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

where x = x / Hand ; = y / H represent the two non-dimensional coordinates, 

-:in = ~nH and K n = KnH are defined in equation (2.42), such that 

iA x iA x.- .-
X' (x) = ~ = ~ = zAn eiAnx = ZAn X (x) 

n dx HdX H H n . 
(3.33) 

In the following deduction, we only use solutions for Sommerfeld radiation condition. 

Similar results can be obtained for the undisturbed condition following the same 

procedure. 
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By using the results expressed in equations (3.30)-(3.33), we find that the right hand 

side of equation (2.45) takes the form 

H3 H3 A H3 _ _ 
--p(O,y) = --I GnCOS(KnY) = --IGnCOS(Kn;) = " An COS(Kn';) , 

EJ EJ EJ ~ 
n n n 

(3.34) 

where each An = GIIH3 / EJ denotes a dimensionless complex constant. In a similar 

manner, the right hand side of equation (2.47) changes into 

H4 X'(O)Y(Y) = H4 I X:l(O)~(y) = H4 I i::in Xn(O)~(Y) 
EJ yw 4 EJ II yw 4 EJ II H yw4 

(3.35) 

Therefore, equations (2.45.2)-(2.47) can be written as 

(3.36) 
n 

UJ4)(.;) - w4uA';) = 0, (3.37) 

-

U ( J:) "iAnAn (- J:) 1 '=' = L..--4-COS Kn,=, , 
n yw 

(3.38) 

The solution U1(.;) satisfying equation (3.36) and the solution UA.;) satisfying 

equation (3.37) are expressible in the following forms 

4 (j) 

u1(.;) = I Dj¢j(';) + IBn COS(Kn;) , 
j=1 n=1 

8 

UA.;) = ID j ¢ A';), (3.39) 
j=5 

where beam functions ¢j (j = 1,2, ... ,8) are defined in equation (3.40) in complex forms 

or in (3.41) in real forms, 

¢I(';) = eiaJ
¢, 

¢2(';) = e- iaJ
¢, 

¢ 3 (.;) = eaJ
¢ , 
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¢A¢) = e-m~, 

¢A¢) = eim(~-i), 

¢6(¢) = e -im(~-i) , 

¢7(¢) = em(~-1), 

¢8(¢) = e-m(~-i), (3.40) 

or in real form, 

¢/(¢) = cos(m¢) , 

¢A¢) = sin(m¢) , 

¢3(¢) = cosh(m¢) 

¢A¢) = sinh(m¢) , 

¢5(¢) = cos[m(¢-1)) , 

¢6(¢) = sin[ m(¢ -1)], 

¢7(¢) = cosh[ m(¢ -1)], 

¢8(¢) = sinh[ m(¢ -1)]. (3.41 ) 

3.3 General equations for dynamic problems 

3.3.1 General equations 

Substituting U/(¢) of equation (3.39) into equation (3.36), we obtain 

(3.42) 
n 

This equation is valid if and only if all the coefficients in brackets of the series equal 

zero. Therefore, we derive that 

-A 
B - n 

n - -4 4 . 
K -m 

(3.43) 

From equation (3.32), it can be shown that the functions ~(¢) satisfy the 

orthogonality relation, 
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m=n 
(3.44) 

Substituting UI(q) of equation (3.39) into equation (3.36), multiplying both sides of 

the equation by ~(q) and integrate the equation from 0 to v with respect to q, we 

derive the result 

If we assume that 

1nl = f: cos(K,l)¢I(q)dq, 

1n2 = f: cos(K,l)¢Aq)dq, 

1n3 = r COS(Knq)¢3(q)dq, 

1n4 = f: COS(K nq)¢ A q)dq , 

equation (3.45) is simplified to 

We solve equations (3.43) and (3.47) and derive the following relations, 

where 

4 

An = EnLDj1,l} ' 
j=i 

4 

Bn = EnLDJnj' 
j=1 

En = [ ]' I 
J iAn 

n -4 4 +-4 
Kn - 0) rO) 

J 

(3.45) 

(3.46) 

(3.47) 

(3.48) 
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(3.49) 

4 

with each ~ = ~2 - K~ from equation (2.42). All these functions and unknown 
c 

constants are complex. 

The substitution of equations (3.39), (3.44), (3.46) and (3.48)-(3.49) into equations 

(2.48)-(2.55) produces a linear system of algebraic equations which can be written in the 

matrix form 

RD=f, 

where n represents a vector 

nT 
- [D - 1 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

with each D j (j = 1,2, ... ,8) is a complex constant. The superscript ( ( denotes a 

transpose matrix, f represents a 1 x 8 vector defined by 

fT = [WO ei(nw-h)t 0 H M ei(nm-h)t H2 Q ei(Dq-h)t 0 0 0 0] 
H EJ 0 EJ 0 

(3.52) 

and R represents a 8 x 8 square complex matrix with elements Rij functions of the 

frequency parameter OJ. The non-zero elements of this matrix are given by 

R1j = ¢;(O) + I)i,Jl1j' j = 1,2,3,4, 

R2j = ¢/ (0), j = 1,2,3,4, 

R3j = ¢/,(I)- I;~ iI¢/(I) , j = 5,6,7,8, 

3 

R4j=¢/"(I)+m~~ iI¢j(I) , j=5,6,7,8, 

_ {¢ j( v) + I E'/l1jY,l( v), j = 1,2,3,4, 
Rs' - 11 

J _¢ j( v), j = 5,6,7,8, 
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R - L..n 

{
¢/(V)+" EJnj~'(v), 

6j- -¢/(V), 

R
7

,={¢/'(V)+ LnEJnj~"(v), 
J "( ) -¢j v, 

j = 1,2,3,4, 

j = 5,6,7,8, 

j = 1,2,3,4, 

j = 5,6,7,8, 

¢j v + L.. EnInj~l V, j = 1,2,3,4, 
R - n { 

", () ,,~ ", ( ) 

8j - -"'J''''(v), If' j = 5,6,7,8. 
(3.53) 

Only the coefficients Dj (j = 1,2"",8) need to be known before we can derive the 

displacement function V j and V2 from equation (3.39). 

For the undisturbed condition case, the pressure spatial function p(x,y) takes the 

form of equation (3.29). Following the procedure as previously discussed, we can derive 

the same governing equations as equation (3.50) for this undisturbed problem, except that 

equation (3.49) changes to 

En = [ l' In -4 1 4 - AIl
4 

KIl - 0) yO) 

1 

(3.54) 

. _? _? 0)4 

wIth each A~l = K~ - (different from equation (2.42)). 

3.3.2 Characteristic equation describing natural vibrations 

In order to study the natural vibration of the system, no external force or moment acts 

on the system. It is therefore assumed that the horizontal amplitude Wo = 0 at x = 0, 

y = 0, concentrated exciting force Q = 0, bending moment M z = 0 at y = H. From 

equation (3.52), we obtain 

f = 0, (3.55) 

and equation (3.50) reduces to 
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RD=O. (3.56) 

To determine the natural frequency parameters (J) of the coupled system in this linear 

homogeneous system of algebraic equations, the characteristic eigenvalue equation of the 

beam-water system is given by 

detR =0, (3.57) 

which is a necessary and sufficient condition of equation (3.56) having a non-zero 

solution (see Lay (2002». 

3.3.3 Equations describing dynamic responses 

As we have confined discussion to a linear system, the responses to all external 

excitations are equal to the sum of every single response to one excitation. To calculate 

the dynamic responses of the linear system to some external exciting force or moment, 

the frequency of the system Q equals the exciting frequency. From equation (2.48), 

(2.50) and (2.51), there is only one term in the equations with variable t. To assure the 

equations are valid, the term involving variable t must be constant. Therefore, we have 
~ ~ ~ 

Q=Qw,or Q=QIIl,or Q=Qq . (3.58) 

If the exciting frequency is equal to or very close to a natural frequency of the 

coupled system as defined by equation (3.57), a resonance occurs with the amplitude of 

the vibration tending to infinity in theory and thus cannot be determined. 

For frequencies that satisfy det R::f. 0, one solution is obtained by equation (3.50). By 

knowing the values of the constant Dj (j = 1,2,,,,,8), the vibrations UJ(c!;) and U2 (c!;) 

of the beam and X(x)Y(y) of the water pressure p can be calculated using equations 

(3.39) and (3.29) or (3.30), respectively. The dynamic responses of the beam water 

system uj ' u2 and P are derived from variables Uj(y), U2 (y) and X(x)Y(Y) by 

multiplying by T(t) = eiQot , where 120 is the exciting frequency. 

3.4 Solutions of characteristic equation 

As discussed in section 3.3.2, the characteristic eigenvalue equation of the beam

water system is given by equation (3.57). From equations (3.53) and (3.49) or (3.54), we 
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notice that many non-zero elements Rij of the matrix R are functions of frequency 

parameter w. Therefore, equation (3.57) can be written as 

det R(w) = Rr(w) + iRi(w) = 0, (3.59) 

where Rr and Ri are the real and imaginary parts of det R , respectively. 

3.4.1 Undisturbed condition 

In the case of an undisturbed condition imposed at infinity, only the real form of the 

solution is discussed here because only real frequency values exist for a beam water 

interactive system with undisturbed condition imposed at infinity (See Xing, et al. (1997) 

Appendix A). Under this constraint, all variables uj ' u2 , P and all constants are real or 

pure imaginary in form, and the determinant det R( w) is of real value. The solution of 

X(x) is given by equations (3.13) and (3.14). The solution of Y(y) is derived from 

equations (3.21) and (3.22) when free surface waves are neglected and from equations 

(3.24)-(3.27) when free surface waves are included. 

A ? A 

For the case {[ < 0, Q = iQ , the exponential solutions of the function T(t) do not 

represent natural vibration solutions. Thus, it follows that only cases Ii 2:: 0 need be 

examined. The case Ii = 0 provides a static solution equivalent to rigid mode solutions 

in structural vibration. However, for the undisturbed condition at infinity there exists no 

nontrivial static solution associated with Ii = O. 

From equations (3.46), (3.53) and (3.54), we notice that all elements Rij of the matrix 

R have real values. Therefore, the determinant det R( w) is of real value, and equation 

(3.59) changes to 

det R( W ) = Rr ( W ) = 0 . (3.60) 

It is difficult to solve equation (3.60) directly. We use the following numerical 

approach to find the solutions of frequency parameter w. 

When free surface waves are neglected, the parameters Kil given in equation (3.21) 

are independent of the natural frequency i2 and the latter can be determined by solving 
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equation (3.60) only. However, when free surface waves are present, the parameters KI1 

determined by equation (3.23) are dependent on the natural frequency f2 and it is 

therefore necessary to solve equations (3.23) and (3.60) together. Equation (3.23) can be 

transformed into 

(3.61) 

If we assume a function lJf(m,Kn) equals to the left hand side of equation (3.61), then 

equation (3.61) can be written as 

(3.62) 

with f22 = 0/ £1; as defined in equation (2.42). 

Equation (3.62) has the exact form of equation (3.60), which means that we can use 

the same method to solve both equations. 

First, for each value of m in the range of 0.1 ~ m ~ 10.0, Llw = 0.1 , we calculate the 

value of det R( m) . When free surface waves are neglected, the parameters KI1 is given in 

equation (3.21). When free surface waves are included, it is known that there exists one 

f . A . (A A ) ((2n-1)n l1nJ root 0 real value for equatJOn (3.23) for Kil In the range of K 11l ,K21l = ,- , 
2h h 

for f2 > 0, n = 1,2, ... (see Xing, et al (1997», which is the possible root range for Kn in 

each period n for function tan( ) in equation (3.23). For each interval (K 1n ,K2n ), there 

is only one root for equation (3.62). Therefore, the continuous function lJf(m,Kn) 

changes signs once within this interval. The values of function lJf(m,Kn) at both 

endpoints KIn and K211 have opposite signs, and their product is less than zero, 

lJf( m,K III )lJf( m,K 211) < 0 . (3.63) 

For equations like (3.62), especially when it is known that there exists a root in some 

interval for continuous function lJf( m,K,J, the half-interval method or bisection method 

is used to find the root (see Froberg (1965». The half-interval method finds a succession 

of closed intervals, each one being either the left half or the right half of the preceding 

one, always with the given function having opposite signs at the two endpoints. In this 
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way, the location of a root is narTowed down to within smaller and smaller intervals. We 

compute the value of function lJf( m,K n) for the average value of KIn and K 2n' i.e., 

as lJf(m,K;z)' this means function lJf(m,Kn) keeps the same sign in subinterval (KIIl,K~z) 

or (K;; ,K 21l) implying, therefore, no root lies in this subinterval and the root is in another 

subinterval (see illustration in Figure 3.1). Continuing this process dividing the 

subinterval into half and making sure there is a root in the subinterval, we can find a 

value of K;z close enough to make function lJf(m,Kn) have a small absolute value, such 

as abs(lJf(m,Kn)) < 10-5
, then we can regard this K;z is the root of equation (3.23). 

0 

lJf( m,Kn) 

lJf( m,K,J = 0 

Kn 

,,* KIn Kn K2n 

Figure 3.1 Schematic procedure to find roots of function 

lJf( m,K,J using the half interval method. 

Using the half-interval method, we can find roots for each KIl with every interval. In 

order to make calculation possible, one has to truncate all the infinite series of cos( Knc;) 

to Il,n terms. Calculations show little difference between the results of nm = 20 and 

7111/ = 50. Therefore, all later calculations involving series of cos(K,l), nm = 20 terms 

are used in the calculations. 
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Now for each value of the frequency parameter OJ, one can calculate the 

conesponding Kn and other parameters in equations (3.46), (3.48) and (3.54), and in the 

end derive all the elements Rij of the matrix R defined in equation (3.53). 

With all the elements Rij of the matrix R known, there are many methods available 

to calculate det R( OJ). Because there are many calculations involving computing 

det R( OJ) , the calculation of det R( OJ) is required to be efficient using as little memory 

as possible. In this research, the following method is applied to the calculation of 

det R( OJ). First, Gauss process, or Gauss-Seidel method, is used to transform the full 

matrix R into an upper triangular matrix (for example, see Lay (2002». Then the 

product of the main axis elements is equal to det R( OJ) . 

In order to find roots of the frequency parameter OJ In equation (3.60), first we 

calculate the values of det R( OJ) for OJ in the range of 0.1 :s; OJ :s; 10.0 with increment of 

LiOJ = 0.1 , and find those intervals in which function det R( OJ) changes sign. In this first 

step, one cannot use the half-interval method to find roots because the number of roots in 

interval OJ E [0.1,10.0J is unknown and function det R( (tJ) may not be continuous. Only 

for continuous functions with one root in the interval can the half-interval method be 

used. Because the continuity of function det R( OJ) is unknown, the half-interval method 

is not used in the calculation of the roots for function det R( OJ) . One can try to use the 

Newton-Raphson method in the small interval to find roots for equation (3.60), but it is 

not guaranteed that a solution can be found using this method, especially when the 

function det R( OJ) is not continuous within this interval. 

For each interval in which function det R( OJ) changes sign, there may be a root 

within this interval. We divide the interval evenly into many small subintervals, such as 

100 parts, and we calculate the value of function det R( OJ) at each point and find those 

small subintervals in which function det R( OJ) changes sign. This procedure continues 

until we find the absolute value of function det R( OJ) is smaller than an imposed enor, 
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such as Idet R( OJ )1 < 10-5
, then we accept this value of OJ as one of the roots of equation 

(3.53). 

A typical curve illustrating the variation of the value of det R with frequency 

parameter OJ is shown in Figure 3.2. The points at which the determinant det R is zero 

denote natural frequencies, i.e. 1.68,3.65 and 6.37 which are the three natural frequencies 

listed in Table 4.1 (';/1 = 0, lj = 0). 

detR 

1000 

-280 
0.5 1.0 

OJ2 = 3.65 

2.0 

o~·~-----------------------=~~----------~ 

4.0 6.0 8.0 
OJ 

Figure 3.2 A typical curve of det R - OJ used to detennine the natural frequencies 
of the beam-water interaction system shown in Figure 2.1. 

When solutions OJi(i=1,2,···,oo) are found for equation (3.57), we can derive the 

corresponding natural frequency Di = OJ; Db' In order to derive the natural mode, (see 
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Vemon (1967), Wylie (1960)) we first substitute Wi into equation (3.56), set D8 = 1 , or 

set a certain value for anyone D j ( j = 1,2, ... ,8), then we can eliminate one equation in 

equation (3.56) and calculate the values of the remaining seven values of Dj . 

Once knowing all the coefficients DjU = 1,2, ... ,8) for a certain frequency 

parameter eu, one can derive the beam vibration forms U](c;) and UAc;) from equation 

(3.39) with coefficients Bn defined in equation (3.48) and water pressure p from 

equation (3.29) or (3.30) for this natural frequency parameter W with coefficients 

All = GIlH3 / EJ obtained from equation (3.48). 

The orthogonality relations associated with natural vibration assuming an undisturbed 

condition imposed at infinity have been discussed by Xing, et al. (1997). In a similar 

manner, the orthogonality relations of the complex natural vibration forms with a 

Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity are derived and presented in 

Appendix B. 

3.4.2 Sommerfeld radiation condition 

In the case of a Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity, all functions and 

constants are of complex values as discussed in section 3.2. 

We can use a similar method to search for the roots as in the undisturbed condition 

case, but now the equation to be solved is equation (3.59), which can be re-written as 

(3.64) 

When free surface waves are neglected, the parameters Kn given in equation (3.21) 

are of real values and independent of the natural frequency i2 and the latter can be 

determined by solving equation (3.64) only. However, when free sUlface waves are 

present, the complex parameters Kn determined by equation (3.23) are dependent on the 

complex natural frequency Q and it is therefore necessary to solve equations (3.23) and 

(3.64) together. 

First, we look at equation (3.23), i.e., 
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A 2 

tan(K,JZ)=- s: . 
gKIl 

(3.65) 

When the real palt of Kn tends to infinity, the real part of the left hand side of equation 

(3.65) can have any real value within a period of 1r, and the real part of the right hand 

side of equation (3.65) tends to zero. Therefore, when the real part of Kn is very large, 

one can expect an infinite set of roots of KIl each with large real part and small imaginary 

part. Again, equation (3.65) can be transformed into equation (3.61) or (3.62), with 

complex KIl and i2 . 

We apply the method which is used in section 3.4.1 to solve equation (3.64). When 

free surface waves are neglected, all K n (n = 1,2, ... ) are known from equation (3.21) and 

only equation (3.64) needs to be solved. One can calculate the value of detR(OJ) , and 

derive its real and imaginary parts Rr and Ri for each point in the range of 

-10.0::; {J)i::; 10.0, 0.1::; (V r ::; 10.0, with increments Li{J)i = 0.1, LiOJr = O.l where 

OJ = (V r + iOJi , (J),. and OJ i are the real and imaginary parts of (J) respectively. It is noticed 

that OJ and -(J) produce the same natural frequency i2 = (J)2 Q b ' therefore only positive 

real part OJ,. of (J) is calculated. 

When free surface waves are present, for a certain complex value of (J), we apply the 

method used in section 3.4.1 to find roots for det R( OJ) = 0 in order to search for roots of 

K" for equation (3.62). Because now equation (3.62) is of complex value, and there is no 

possible root interval for us to use in the half-interval method. For a certain complex 

value of OJ, we calculate the complex value of function 'f/({J),K,J for each point in the 

range of -10.0::; Klli ::; 10.0, 0.1::; KIl ,. ::; 100.0, with increments LlKlli = 0.1, LiKllr = O.l 

where K/1 = KIl ,. + iK lli , K
Il

,. and K
lli 

are the real and imaginary parts of KIl respectively. 

A 2 
A2 Q A2 

It is noticed that KIl and -Kn do not make a difference in equation All = -2 - KIl ' 
C 

therefore only the positive real part K
llr 

of KII is calculated. 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate an approach to find the zero of equation (3.64) by 

drawing figures of functions R,.( OJ) and Ri( (J)). Because OJ has complex value, functions 
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Rr 

Rr( UJ) and Ri( w) now display surfaces instead of curves m the real form solution 

discussed in section 3.4.1. 

2.0E+09 
4.0E+09 

1.0E+09 2.0E+09 

O.OE+OO O.OE+OO 

-2.0E+09 
-1.0E+09 

-4.0E+09 
-2.0E+09 

-6.0E+09 

wr -8.0E+09 

Wi Wi 

Figure 3.3 Illustration of finding roots for equation (3.64) by drawing figures 
of functions Rr (w) and Ri (w) . 

............................................. .,. .................................. , 

Figure 3.4 Intersection point of curves Rr( w) = 0 and RJ ([)) = 0 gives the 

solution of UJ for equation (3.64). 
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When a certain frequency parameter OJ m (Tn = 1,2,,,,,00) is found in equation (3.64), one 

can derive the corresponding natural frequency Dm = OJ;,/2b , beam vibration mode shape 

and water pressure mode shapes by following the steps in section 3 A.l, except that all the 

functions and constants are complex in this case. 

3.5 Solutions of dynamic response equation 

As discussed in section 3.3.2, the equation describing the beam-water system under 

exciting force is given by equation (3.50), 

RD = f, (3.66) 

with coefficient matrix R, vectors D and f defined in equations (3.51), (3.52) and 

(3.53), respectively. 

As we have confined discussion to a linear system, the responses to all external 

excitations are equal to the sum of every single response to one excitation. The frequency 

of the system D equals the exciting frequency as explained in section 2.4.2, and D is 

not equal to any of the natural frequencies of the beam-water system, otherwise a 

resonance occurs with the amplitude of the vibration tending to infinity in theory and thus 

cannot be determined. 

For Sommerfeld radiation condition case, pressure p must satisfy Sommerfeld 

radiation condition, i.e., equation (2.7) or (3.19). And time function T(t) for equation 

(3.2) must have the fOlm as T(t) = e- iDol , where Do is the exciting frequency. For 

undisturbed condition case, time function T(t) has the form as T(t) = aeiDol + be-iDol and 

two initial conditions are needed to determine the two constants a and b in equation 

(3.2). 

For frequencies that satisfy det R ::j:. 0, one solution is obtained by solving the linear 

set of equation (3.66) using the Gauss process. By knowing the values of the constant D j 

(j = 1,2"",8), the dynamic responses of the beam water system uJ , u2 and pare 

derived from equations (2.19)-(2.21), (2.44), (3.39), and (3.29) or (3.30), i.e., by 

multiplying variables UJ(y), U2 (y) and p(x,y) respectively by T(t). For undisturbed 

condition case, we obtain 
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Uj(y,t) = UJ(y)T(t) = HUj(~)T(t), 

U2(y,t) = U2(y)T(t) = HU2(~)T(t), 

p( x, y,t) = p( x, Y )T(t) = ( ~ G" cos(k"y)e -""}(t) , 

(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69) 

where T(t) = aeiQot + be -iQot , constants a and b can be determined provided knowledge 

is known of the two initial conditions. For Sommerfeld radiation condition case, the 

following equations are derived, 

uj(y,t) = Uj(y)T(t) = HUj(~)T(t) = HUj(~)e-i.Qot, (3.70) 

u2(y,t) = UAy)T(t) = HU2(~)T(t) = HU2(~)e-i.Qot , 

p(x, y,t) = p( x, Y )T(t) = ( ~ G" cos( k"y )eU,,'} -in", . 

(3.71) 

(3.72) 

Numerical examples are given in Chapters 4 and 5 for natural vibration and dynamic 

response problems for two-dimensional beam water interaction system subject to 

undisturbed and Sommerfeld radiation conditions at infinity, respectively. 
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Chapter 4 

System subject to an undisturbed condition 

In this Chapter, we discuss the natural vibration and dynamic response of the two

dimensional beam-water interaction system described in Chapter 2, with undisturbed 

condition imposed at infinity in the water domain, using the equations and methods 

described in Chapters 2 and 3. Some numerical examples are given. 

4.1 Natural vibrations 

Xing, et al (1997) studied the natural frequencies a beam-water interaction system, 

without attached top mass or concentrated moment of inertia at the free end of the beam, 

with undisturbed condition imposed at infinity. In this section, we extend this study by 

adding an attached top mass with concentrated moment of inertia at the free end of the 

beam and we investigate the influence of the attachment to the natural frequencies of the 

beam water system. 

By using the theoretical formulations derived in Chapter 2 and the method to solve 

equation (3.53) in Chapter 3, the parameters required to describe the dynamical behaviour 

of beam-water systems can be evaluated. In order to compare the present study results 

with the results given by Xing, et al (1997), the same values of parameters are used here. 

In these calculations, it is assumed that the densities of the beam (concrete) and water are 

Ps = 2.4 x 103 kg / m3 and P f = 1.0 xl 03 kg / m3 
, respectively; the elastic modulus of the 

beam is E = 2.94 x 1010 Pa and the velocity of sound in water is c = 1439m / s . 

The velocity of sound in an incompressible fluid tends to infinity, so that formulations 

suitable for an incompressible fluid are deduced by substituting 1 / c ~ 0 into the 

equations presented in the previous sections. At the same time the influence of changing 

other parameters such as the ratio of the concentrated mass to the mass of the beam rm , 

the ratio 1£, the depth of the fluid (v), the ratio H / F (r) are examined. 

Table 4.1 shows the first three frequency parameters (J) l' OJ 2' OJ 3 assummg 

compressible water and free surface waves. The three values 1.68, 3.65, 6.37 
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(rm = 0,1£ = 0) are obtained from Figure 3.2 which illustrates how to determine the 

natural frequencies of the beam-water interaction system. 

Table 4.1 The first three frequency parameters OJ], OJ 2' OJ 3 assuming 

compressible water and free surface waves. 
(r = 10.0, v = 0.8, 1£ = 1 (1£ = 0 when rm = 0)) 

ith natural rm = rno I (PsHF x 1) 
frequency 

0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 
OJ i 

OJ] 1.68 1.24 1.08 0.87 

OJ 2 3.65 2.97 2.89 2.83 

OJ 3 6.37 5.62 5.51 5.24 

4.1.1 Influence of different mass ratio and different moment of inertia 

10.0 

0.73 

2.79 

4.86 

Tables 4.2-4.4 illustrate the first three natural frequencies for cases: incompressible 

fluid, constant v and r ( v = 0.8, r = 10.0) but different mass ratio rm and different 

ratio 1£ (when rno = 0, we assume 10 = 0). 

Table 4.2 The first natural frequency parameter OJ] for different concentrated mass 

and inertia attached to the free end of the beam 

rm = rno I (PsHF x 1) 

1£ 
0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

3 2 = 10 10 I rnoH 

0.0 1.63 1.21 1.06 0.86 0.73 

1.0 1.21 1.06 0.86 0.73 

5.0 1.21 1.05 0.86 0.73 

10.0 1.20 1.05 0.86 0.73 

A comparison of the calculated results shows the following. 
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(1) Without inclusion of the concentrated inertia (r;. = 0), the value of the natural 

frequency decreases as the ratio rill increases. 

(2) As 'ill or r; increases, the value of the natural frequency decreases. Both of the 

concentrated mass and moment of inertia play an important role in influencing the 

behaviour of the dynamical system. In the low frequency region, the concentrated mass is 

more dominant as confirmed by the predictions presented in Tables 4.2-4.4. 

Table 4.3 The second natural frequency parameter (J) 2 for different concentrated mass 

and inertia attached to the free end of the beam 

';/1 = n10 I (PsHF x 1) 

r 
I 

0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 
=103101moH2 

0.0 3.65 2.97 2.90 2.86 2.84 

1.0 2.96 2.89 2.83 2.78 

5.0 2.92 2.83 2.70 2.55 

10.0 2.88 2.75 2.55 2.32 

Table 4.4 The third natural frequency parameter (J) 3 for different concentrated mass 

and inertia attached to the free end of the beam 

'ill = n10 I (PsHF x 1) 

r; 
0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

= 103 10 I n1oH2 

0.0 6.37 5.71 5.67 5.65 5.65 

1.0 5.62 5.51 5.24 4.86 

5.0 5.25 4.86 4.22 3.81 

10.0 4.86 4.39 3.83 3.56 
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Figure 4.1 The first three modes of dimensionless beam displacement and water pressure 
assuming compressible water and no free surface waves present 

(r = 10.0, v = 0.8, rm = 0, r; = 0, D8 = 1). 

Figure 4.1 shows the first three modes of dimensionless beam displacement (Ui c;) 

for 0 < c;::; v, Ui c;) for v < c; ::; 1, c; = y / H) and dimensionless water pressure 

H3 
P(O,y), see equation (3.34)), 

EJ 
( OJ 1 = 1.63, OJ 2 = 3.65, OJ 3 = 6.3 7) assuming 

compressible water but no free surface waves present and without accounting for an 

attached concentrated tip mass and moment of inertia (r = 10.0, v = 0.8, rm = 0, If = 0). 

Figure 4.2 shows the first three modes of dimensionless beam displacement and water 

pressure modes, (OJ 1 = 1.21, OJ 2 = 2.96, OJ 3 = 5.62) with compressible water but no free 
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surface waves present and with concentrated tip mass and moment of inertia (r = 10.0, 

v = 0.8, rm = 1, lj = 1 ). 
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Figure 4.2 The first three beam deflection and water pressure modes assuming compressible 
water and no free surface waves present (r = 10.0, v = 0.8, rm = 1 , lj = 1). 

In all the calculations for mode shapes, D8 = 1 is set and substituted into equation 

(3.56) and the other seven Dj (j = 1,2, ... ,7) values are found by solving the first seven 

equations in equation (3.56). After knowing all the values of Dj (j = 1,2, ... ,8), we derive 

the values of dimensionless beam displacement Uj(~) for 0 < ~ ~ v, UA~) for v < ~::; 1 
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(c; = y / H) from equations (3.39) and (3.48). The dimensionless water pressure is 

calculated from equations (3.34) and (3.48). The infinite series in equations (3.34) and 

(3.39) are truncated to the first 20 terms for calculation. 

As all the results are derived from setting D8 = 1 , the magnitude of the dimensionless 

beam displacement and water pressure differs greatly from each other. If we multiply by 

a suitable number to make the maximum beam displacement equal, the corresponding 

water pressure modes show much larger values for higher order modes than lower modes 

in both Figures 4.1 and 4.2. This means that to make the higher order beam displacement 

mode appear with the same amplitude, the water pressure must be much larger. 

Comparing these two figures, one can see that the mode shapes with concentrated tip 

mass and moment of inertia are similar to those without assuming their presence. An 

obvious difference observed between the two sets of data is that all the mode nodes move 

towards the free end of the beam when a tip mass and moment of inertia are included. 

This is because the tip mass changes the mass distribution along the beam. 

4.1.2 Influence of different mass ratio in long thin and short thick beams 

Tables 4.5-4.7 illustrate and compare the first three natural frequencies of long thin 

and ShOli thick beams assuming compressible fluid with free surface wave present, a 

constant depth of fluid and 'i (v = 0.8, 1f = 1 (ri = 0 when rill = 0)) but different values 

of rand r . 
III 

Table 4.5 The first natural frequency parameter OJ 1 for different values of 

length to breadth ratio r 
rill = ma /(PsHFx 1) 

r = PjH /(PsF) 0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

0.5 1.82 1.25 1.07 0.87 0.74 

10.0 1.63 1.21 1.06 0.86 0.73 
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These results show the following trends: 

(1) As the value of rm increases, the natural frequency value reduces, and when r 

(= P fH / (PsF)) increases in value, this reduction becomes more obvious. 

(2) As r increases in value, the determined natural frequency reduces but this reduction 

is greater in a short thick beam than in a long thin one. It is remembered that in the short 

thick beam example, beam bending theory is not strictly applicable and a theory 

incorporating shear effects or a more accurate beam theory is needed. Therefore, this 

tendency may change with adoption of a more accurate mathematical model. However, 

from the viewpoint of an engineering approximation, a simple beam bending theory gives 

a first order approximation to the solution of the dynamical problem. 

Table 4.6 The second natural frequency parameter OJ 2 for different values of 

length to breadth ratio r 
rm = rna / (p sHF x 1) 

r = PfH I (PsF) 0.0 l.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

0.5 4.69 3.99 3.90 3.77 3.61 

10.0 3.65 2.96 2.89 2.83 2.78 

Table 4.7 The third natural frequency parameter OJ 3 for different values of 

length to breadth ratio r 
rm = rna / (PsHF x 1) 

r = PfH I (PsF) 0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

0.5 7.85 6.91 6.68 6.13 5.63 

10.0 6.37 5.62 5.51 5.24 4.86 
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4.1.3 Influence of different mass ratio and different depth of water 

Table 4.8 The first natural frequency (J) 1 for different values of water depth ratio v 

~Il = Ino I (p.\HF x 1) 

v=hlH 0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

0.0 1.88 1.25 1.08 0.87 0.74 

0.5 1.85 1.24 1.07 0.87 0.74 

0.8 1.63 1.21 1.06 0.86 0.73 

l.0 1.38 1.14 1.02 0.85 0.73 

Tables 4.8-4.10 show the first three natural frequencies derived from an analysis 

assuming a compressible fluid with free surface wave, constant lj and y (y = 10.0, 

'i = 1 ('i = 0 when 1~1l = 0)) but different values of water depth ratio v and ~Il • 

Table 4.9 The second natural frequency (J) 2 for different values of water depth ratio v 

~Il = Ino I (p.\HF x 1) 

v=hlH 0.0 l.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

0.0 4.69 3.99 3.91 3.78 3.61 

0.5 4.12 3.61 3.56 3.48 3.38 

0.8 3.65 2.96 2.89 2.83 2.78 

1.0 3.46 2.81 2.70 2.61 2.56 

Table 4.10 The third natural frequency (J) 'I for different values of water depth ratio v 

rm = '110 I(PsHFx1) 

v=IzIH 0.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 

0.0 7.85 6.92 6.68 6.14 5.63 

0.5 6.83 6.00 5.84 5.48 5.06 

0.8 6.37 5.62 5.51 5.24 4.86 

1.0 6.22 5.38 5.26 5.05 4.75 
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It can be seen from this comparison that the natural frequency value corresponding to 

each mode of the flexible beam-fluid system decreases with increasing ratio v. The ratio 

r,n plays a less important role in influencing the natural frequency value as the value v 

Increases. 

4.1.4 Comparison of fluid with and without free surface wave 

Table 4.11 shows the first four natural frequencies for the following cases: (1) a 

compressible fluid with free surface wave present (frequency denoted by (i)CS); (2) a 

compressible fluid with no free surface disturbance present (frequency denoted by (i)C); 

(3) an incompressible fluid with free surface wave present (frequency denoted by o/S). 

The presented results are relate to values v = 0.8, r = 10, rill = 1 and ~ = 1 . 

Table 4.11 The first four natural frequencies examining the influence of 
water compressibility and free surface disturbance. 

(i)CS (i)e (i)is 

(i)1 1.24 1.21 1.24 

(i)2 2.97 2.96 2.97 

(i)3 5.62 5.62 5.66 

(i)4 8.68 8.68 8.39 

A comparison of these cases shows that the free surface wave disturbance plays a 

more dominant role in influencing the natural frequencies of the coupled beam water 

interaction system in the low frequency region, whereas fluid compressibility is more 

influential at higher frequencies. 

4.1.5 Validation 

Laura, et al. (1974) and To (1982) both investigated the natural frequencies of a dry 

beam with a tip mass. They derived similar results for the first three dry beam frequencies 

(i) 1 = 1.25, (i) 2 = 4.03, (i) 3 = 7.13 corresponding to the parameters we use here 

~ = 0, v = 0, r,n = 1 (see Table 4.12). Nagaya (1985) obtained natural frequencies for a 
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variable cross-section beam with an attached concentrated tip inertia immersed in a fluid. 

For a uniform beam, Nagaya's results are listed in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.12 Comparison of the first three dry beam natural frequencies. 

Laura, et ai (1974) To (1982) Present results 

lj = 0, v = 0, rm = 1 . lj=O,v=O, rm=l. lj = 1 , v = 0 , r = 10, rm = 1 . 

OJ 1 1.25 1.25 1.25 

OJ 2 4.03 4.03 3.99 

OJ 3 7.13 7.13 6.92 

Table 4.13 Comparison of the first dry beam natural frequency with different attached mass. 

Nagaya (1985) Present results 

OJ 1 lj=O,v=O. lj=l,v=O, r=10. 

rill = 1 1.25 1.25 

rill = 2 1.08 1.08 

The results in our investigation show good agreement with the resultss by Laura, et 

ai, To and Nagaya. It is noticed that the parameters we use here are lj = 1 , whilst the 

results by others are lj = 0, in which the variable lj = 103 fo / moH2 represents the 

influence of moment of inertia of the added top mass. When we take moment of inertia 

into account, the natural frequencies decrease as the moment of inertia increases. 

Comparison of the result we have and the other researchers shows this trend. It is seen 

from Table 4.12 that the natural frequency decreases more obviously in higher order if 

moment of inertia is included. 

4.2 Dynamic responses 

From section 3.3, one can derive the dynamic response of the beam-water system by 

solving equation (3.50). Here we present the dynamic response of the system for two 

kinds of excitations: a foundation vibration and a free end of the beam forced vibration. 
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The dynamic response for other excitations can be obtained by solving an equation 

similar to those presented in equation (3.50). 

4.2.1 Foundation vibration 

In this section, we consider a forced foundation vibration imposed at the base of the 

beam, with no other external force or moment acting on the beam-water system, and we 

investigate the dynamic response of the system. This is to simulate an earthquake. 

It is assumed that the foundation has a forced displacement given by 

(4.1) 

In Chapter 3 we show that the corresponding frequency must have the same value as the 

exciting frequency, 12 = Qw' and the dimensionless equations (2.48), (2.50) and (2.51) 

change to the following forms, 

U (0) = Wo 
1 H' 

(4.2) 

A ) 

U "(1) = loa H U '(1) 
2 EJ 2 , 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

Using results derived in Chapters 2 and 3, we formulate the governing equation for 

this problem. That is, a linear system of algebraic equations in the matrix form as given in 

equation (3.50) 

RD=f, (4.5) 

with coefficient matrix R and vector D defined III equations (3.53) and (3.51), 

respectively, and vector f changed to 

fT = [ ;; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0]. (4.6) 

Following the steps explained in section 3.5, one can obtain the dynamic response of 

the system to this foundation vibration as described in equations (3.67)-(3.69). The 

source code of the developed Fortran program used to solve this dynamic problem is 

similar to which is shown in Appendix C. The main part of this program for dynamic 

problem is to use Gauss-Seidel method to solve equation (4.5). 
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The following discussion represents some numerical examples considered. It is 

assumed that free surface waves are neglected. Table 4.14 shows the values of 

DjU = 1, ... ,8) when the foundation of the beam is harmonically excited horizontally. 

Figure 4.3 displays the calculated dimensionless longitudinal beam displacement Ul(~) 

for 0::; ~::; v and U2(~) for v < ~::; 1 from equation (3.39). Figure 4.4 illustrates the 

predicted dimensionless water pressure along the beam (see equation (3.29)), 

(4.7) 
II II 

with parameter values Wo / H = O.J, Q w = 5rads / s, r = 10, v = 0 and 0.8, rm = 0, 

'i = 0 and rill = 1, 1£ = 1 . The definitions of the parameters r, v and 1',/1 are given in the 

nomenclature and in equation (2.42). 

The results show significant differences between the cases involving top mass 

(r,1l = 1, 1£ = 1) and without top mass attached (rill = 0, 1£ = 0). In the absence of water, 

the amplitude of the dry beam vibration with top mass included is smaller than without it. 

This is because the movement of the attached mass consumes part of the mechanical 

energy of the system. For the beam-water interaction problem, the beam displacement 

response changes from first vibration mode to second mode when the top mass is added, 

which means the beam vibration becomes more violently. When the value of rm 

increases, the beam displacement reduces whereas the water pressure increases sharply. 

These calculations suggest that the concentrated moment of inertia has less influence on 

the dynamic response of the system than the attached mass, as is seen from equations 

(4.3) and (4.4) if H > 1 m. However it is observed from Figures 4.3 and 4.4, that the 

attached mass has a significant effect on the dynamic behaviour of the beam-water 

interaction system. To ensure an accurate design of such beam-water dynamic interaction 

systems, both attached mass with concentrated moment of inertia should be taken into 

account. 
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Figure 4.3 Dimensionless longitudinal displacement of the beam caused by 
foundation vibration for parameter values Wo / H = 0.1, .ow = 5rads / s, 

r = 10, v = 0 and 0.8, rm = 0, 'I = 0 and r,n = 1, 'I = 1 . 

Table 4.14 D)j = 1"" ,8) with Wo / H = 0.1, Q w = 5rads / s, r = 10, 

v = 0 and 0.8, r = 0 and 1 . 
III 

v= 0.8, v=0.8, v= 0, v= 0, 

r,n=O, '1=0. rm=1, '1=1. r,n=O, 'i=O. r,n=1, 'i=1. 

DJ 5.86E-OI 9.92E-OI 1.05E-OI 5A5E-02 

D2 1.70E-01 4.72E-OI 0.0 4.69E-02 

D3 I AOE-OI 4.38E-OI -4.67E-03 4.55E-02 

D4 -1.70E-OI -4.72E-OI 0.0 -4.69E-02 

D5 -1.26E-OI -4.68E-02 -7.37E-02 -1.0IE-02 

D6 -1.13E-OI -2A2E-OI -7AIE-02 -7.20E-02 

D7 -1.26E-OI -5.04E-02 -7.37E-02 -1.14E-02 

D8 -1. 13E-Ol -5.14E-03 -7AIE-02 -1.96E-02 
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Figure 4.4 Dimensionless water pressure caused by foundation vibration for 
parameter values Wo / H = 0.1, .ow = 5rads / s, v = 0.8, Y = 10, 

1~1l = 0, fj = 0 and r,1l = 1, fj = 1 . 

From Figure 4.3 and 4.4, we notice that for vibration cases with water ( v = 0.8), 

displacement for beam without added top mass (rm = 0, fj = 0) shows the first mode 

whilst displacement for beam with added top mass (l~n = 1, fj = 1) shows the second 

mode. This is because the natural frequencies of the system decrease when top mass is 

added. The exciting frequency .ow = 5rads / s is near the first natural frequency of the 

system for the system without added top mass (r,1l = 0, fj = 0), and the second natural 

frequency of the system for the system with added top mass (rm = 1, fj = 1). Yet this 

exciting frequency does not exactly equal to any natural frequency of the system, 

therefore the pressure shows the combined frequency effect. 

4.2.2 Harmonically excited vibration at the free end of the beam 

For the case of a harmonically excited vibration at the free end of the beam, as shown 

in Figure 2.1, an external force 

(4.8) 
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acts at this beam position. The responding frequency h must be equal to the exciting 

frequency Qq. All the governing equations describing the fluid and solid domain are the 

same as those presented in Chapter 2 except for modification to the three boundary 

conditions in equations (2.48) (2.50) and (2.51), which are now given as 

(4.9) 

A ? 

U "(1) = laD' H U '(1) 
2 EJ 2 , 

(4.10) 

A 2 3 2 

U "'(1) = - ma
Q 

H U (1) +~Q 
2 EJ 2 EJ a' 

(4.11 ) 

Using the results in Chapters 2 and 3, we can write the eight boundary conditions, i.e., 

equations (4.9), (2.49), (4.10), (4.11), (2.52)-(2.55), in the matrix form, 

RD = f. (4.12) 

In this equation, both Rand D have the same form as those given in equations 

(3.53) and (3.51) and f represents the vector 

? 

IT=[O 0 0 ;;Qa 0 0 0 0]. (4.13) 

By following the similar procedure described in section 3.5, we derive the dynamic 

responses of this system. 

D] 

D2 

D3 

D4 

Table 4.15 DjU = 1, .. ·,8) with Qa = 8.0 x 107 N, Q q = 5rads / s, r = 10, 

v = 0 and 0.8, r,1l = 0, 1j = 0 and r,n = 1, 1j = 1 . 

v= 0.8, v= 0.8, v=O, v=O, 

r,n=O,1j=O rm = 1, 1j = 1. rm =0, 1j =0 rm = 1, 1j = 1. 

1.06 4.10E-Ol -5.86E-Ol -8.58E-02 

7.84E-Ol 3.03E-Ol 5.46E-Ol 8.94E-02 

7.76E-Ol 3.00E-Ol 5.86E-Ol 8.58E-02 

-7.84E-Ol -3.03E-Ol -5.46E-Ol -8.94E-02 
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Dj 2.03E-01 7.S7E-02 7.41E-01 1.0SE-01 

D6 -3.36E-01 -1.30E-01 2.62E-02 4.02E-03 

D7 2.03E-01 7.S4E-02 7.41E-01 1.10E-01 

D8 2.SSE-01 1.11E-01 6.50E-01 9.65E-02 

Table 4.15 shows the values of the constants Dj (J = 1,,,, ,8) for different parameters 

when a forced vibration is applied to the free end of the beam. Free surface waves are 

neglected. In this example for illustrative purposes, the parameters have value 

Qo=8.0x107 N, Q q =5rads/s, y=10, v=O and 0.8, rm=O, '1=0 and rm=1, 

'I = 1 . 

Figure 4.5 shows the calculated dimensionless longitudinal beam displacement and 

Figure 4.6 displays the predicted dimensionless water pressure along the beam p( 0, y) 

when an exciting sinusoidal force is applied to the free end of the beam and free surface 

waves are neglected in the mathematical model, for parameter values Qo = 8.0 x 107 N , 

Q q = 5rads / s, y = 10, v = 0 and 0.8, r = 0 and 1. 
m 

1.6 

1.4 

- 1.2 
c 1.0 <U 
E 0.8 <U 
0 
ra 0.6 
c.. 
II) 0.4 
"C 

0.2 

0.0 J. 
-0.2 .0 

............. r,,, = 0 ,lj = 0 , v = 0.8 

rm = 1, lj = 1 , v = 0.8 

rm = 0 ,Ii = 0 , v = 0 

r", = 1 ,Ii = 1 , v = 0 

0.2 0.4 0.6 
y/H 

... -_ ................... ... 

0.8 1.0 

Figure 4.5 Dimensionless longitudinal beam displacement when forced vibration applied to 

the free end for parameters value Qo = 8.0 x 107 N, Q q = 5 rads / s, r = 10, 

v = 0 and 0.8 , rm = 0, 'I = 0 and rm = 1, lj = 1 . 
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.- .. , ...... 
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Figure 4.6 Predicted dimensionless water pressure along the beam when forced 

vibration applied to the free end for parameter values Qo = 8.0 x 107 N , 

Q q = 5rads / s, r = 10, v = 0.8, "'n = 0, lj = 0 and rm = 1, lj = 1. 

These results show that the attached end mass has an important influence in both 

beam displacement and water pressure. The beam displacement response almost keeps 

the same shape when top mass added, but its amplitude decreases which means the beam 

vibration is not as severe as it does without top mass. Therefore, the water pressure is 

smaller in value. In a similar manner to the first case concluded in section 4.2.1, when the 

value of rm increases, the beam displacement decreases and the water pressure clearly 

decreases as well. This study further indicates that attached top mass and concentrated 

moment of inertia should be included to derive an exact solution of typical beam-water 

interaction problems examined herein and to understand the interaction mechanisms. 
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Chapter 5 

System subject to a Sommerfeld radiation condition 

To solve wave radiation problems in an infinite domain, Sommerfeld (1949) proposed 

that a radiation condition be imposed at infinity in the medium. Physically, this represents 

a disturbance in the water transmitting along the positive x direction with no wave 

reflected. In order to provide a clear picture of the influence of the Sommerfeld radiation 

condition on the natural vibration and dynamic response of a two-dimensional elastic 

beam-water interaction system, sections 5.1 and 5.2 present an investigation of the 

analytical solutions of the natural frequency of a one-dimensional fluid-mass-spring and a 

two-dimensional rigid beam-water interaction system, respectively, with the Sommerfeld 

radiation condition included in the mathematical model. It is shown that natural 

vibrations of these fluid-structure interaction systems are described by a complex 

eigenvalue formulation. In later sections, we discuss the natural vibration and dynamic 

response of the two-dimensional elastic beam-water interaction system. 

5.1 Natural vibration of a simple one-dimensional example 

Filippi, et al. (1999) discussed simple one-dimensional examples in which the 

Sommerfeld radiation condition was applied. A Fourier transformation method was used 

to derive the response of a one-dimensional fluid-structure interaction system. In a 

communication note (Xing (2002)), the natural vibration of a I-dimensional fluid

structure interaction system subject to Sommerfeld radiation condition was initially 

discussed. This problem is further investigated in this section. The natural frequencies of 

a fluid-structure system with imposed Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity are 

investigated by using a similar method as described in Chapter 2. 

5.1.1 Governing equations 

Figure 5.1 shows a linear one-dimensional fluid-structure interaction system. A rigid 

piston of mass M is connected at the right end wall of a one-dimension semi-infinite 

long straight channel of section area S by a spring of stiffness K. The left volume of the 
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channel is filled by a fluid of mass density p per unit volume. The fluid is assumed 

compressible and non-viscous. The origin of the x -axis is located at the natural 

equilibrium position of the mass. By using the displacement y(t) of the mass and the 

pressure p(x,t) of the fluid as variables to be determined, the governing equations 

describing the dynamics of this fluid-structure interaction system are as follows. 

Solid structure 

MY + Ky = -Sp( O,t). (5.1) 

Fluid domain 

O<x<oo. (5.2) 

On the interaction interface 

ap a2y 
ax =-p at2 ' 

x = o. (5.3) 

M 
Fluid 

o x 

Figure 5.1 A one-dimensional fluid-structure interaction system 

Radiation condition on the infinite boundary 

The Sommerfeld condition requires the fluid pressure to be described by a form 

p(x - ct) indicating a wave travels with velocity c along the x direction. Physically, the 

Sommerfeld condition assumes there exists no wave reflection from the right end of the 

fluid channel. Therefore, the radiation condition is represented as follows, 

ap 1 ap 
ax c at ' = (5.4) 

Equations (5.1)-(5.3) with equation (5.4) describes an eigenvalue problem 

formulating the natural vibration of the fluid-solid interaction system. 
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5.1.2 Eigenvalue solutions of the problem 

On using the separation of variable method, it is assumed that 

p(x,t) = P(x)T(t) , y = XT(t) , 

which when substituted into equations (5.1)-(5.4) gives 

(K _£22 M)X = -Sp(O) , 

pI! + £22 P= 0 
7 ' 

C 

pI T 

P cT 
x--+ oo , 

pI = p£22 X, x = 0, 

where £2 is a constant to be determined. 

) 

Case I: £2- =0 

The solutions of equations (5.7) and (5.8) are given by 

T(t) = At + B , 

p(x) = ax + b, 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

where the unknown constants are determined usmg the boundary conditions. From 

equation (5.9), it follows that 

a=O=A, P=b, T=B, 

which represents a constant fluid pressure solution given by 

p = 1, P=l, T=l. 

It also follows from equation (5.6) that the corresponding mass displacement is 

1 
X=--. 

K 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

Physically, this solution represents a static constant pressure applied at the infinite 

right end of the fluid channel. 
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Case II: Q2 7:- 0 

From equations (5.7) and (5.8), we obtain solutions of the form 

T(t) = AeH2t + Be-wI, 

.Q .Q 
i-X -i-X 

p(x) = ae C + be C • 

and the possible solution is 

.Q 
i-X 

P = ae C , T 
-iDt iE(x-cl) 

= e ,p = ae C 

(5.16) 

(5.17) 

(5.18) 

where Q = Q,. + iQ i is an imaginary number. The substitution of equation (5.18) into 

equations (5.6) and (5.10) produces the corresponding characteristic equation 

[

K- Q 2 M 

pcQ 
S]{X} 
-i a 

=0. (5.19) 

The necessary condition for equation (5.19) to provide a non-zero solution is that the 

determinant of the coefficient matrix is equal to zero, i.e., 

(5.20) 

where ui = K / M represents the square of the natural frequency of the mass-spring 

system and rJ = Spc represents a damping coefficient. The solution of equation (5.20) is 
2M 

(5.21) 

-iE(x-ct) 
It is noted that one derives the same solution for Q when assuming p = ae C 

For the situation rJ < (J), the solution given in equation (5.18) corresponds to mode 

functions 

(5.22) 

where Q = ~ {J)2 - 772 > 0 . The solution of the free vibration of the system is represented 

by the real form 
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-(x-el).Q .Q 
17 { [- ] [- ]} p=ae C A] cos --;;-(x-ct) +B]sin --;;-(x-ct) , 

y = xe- I7t [A2 cos( 12 t) + B2 sin(12 t))' (5.23) 

where the constants a, A], BJ, A2 and B2 are determined from imposed initial conditions. 

1.2 
1 

0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 

0 
-0.2 
-0.4 
-0.6 
-0.8 

P 

0 2 3 4 

Figure 5.2 Fluid pressure time history at point x = 0 
(17 = 1.6, (j) = 10.0, c = 1439). 

t 

5 

For illustration purpose, values of a = 1 , A] = 1, BJ = 0, A2 = 1, B2 = 0 are used in 

Figures 5.2 and 5.3, which represents the initial condition of the mass at its negative 

maximum displacement. The value of X is calculated from equation (5.19). Figure 5.2 

shows the pressure time history at point x = 0, and Figure 5.3 displays the mass 

displacement time history for the same parameter values 17 = 1.6, (J) = 10.0, c = 1439. It 

is noted that pressure p and displacement y in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, as well as later in 

Figures 5.4 and 5.5, are not dimensionless, which have the same dimension as constants 

a and X, respectively. They can be of any dimension depending on the initial conditions. 

For the case of 17 ;:::: 0), the solution presented in equation (5.18) takes the form 

T -171 ±QI = e e , 
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_ !l(x-ct) +.Q(X-CI) 
p=ae C e {' 

1.2 

0.8 

0.6 -

0.4 

0.2 

o 

0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 

o 
-0.2 
-0.4 
-0.6 
-0.8 

-1 
-1.2 
-1.4 

p 

o 

y x108 

o 2 3 

Figure 5.3 Mass displacement time history 
(r; = 1.6, w = 10.0, c = 1439). 

2 3 4 

4 

Figure 5.4 Fluid pressure time history at point x = 0 
(r;=1.6, w=1.58, c=1439). 

(5.24) 

t 

5 

t 
5 

where r; > Q = ~ r;2 - w 2 > O. In this case, the solution describing the free vibration of 

the system has the real form 
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-(x-el) Q Q 
17 { [ A ] [ A ]} p = ae C A] cosh ~(x - ct) + B] sinh ~(x - ct) , 

y = Xe -17
1 

[ A2 cosh(Q t) + B2 sinh( Q t)]' (5.25) 

Figure 5.4 illustrates the fluid pressure variation at point x = 0, whereas Figure 5.5 

demonstrates the mass displacement time history for the same parameter values 17 = 1.6, 

(V = 1.58, c = 1439. For illustration purpose, values of a = 1 , A] = 1, B] = 0, A2 = 1, 

B2 = 0 are used in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The value of X is calculated from equation (5.l9). 

Y x107 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

a 
a 2 3 4 

Figure 5.5 Mass displacement time history 
(17 = 1.6, (V = 1.58 , c = 1439). 

t 

5 

The dynamic behaviour of the fluid-mass-spring interactive system subject to a 

Sommerfeld condition is similar to a viscous damped free vibration as discussed by 

Thomson (1988). 

5.1.3 Summary 

As shown by the solutions presented in equations (5.22) and (5.24), the time function 

T(t) includes an exponential varying time decaying term. Therefore, the imposition of 

the Sommerfeld condition contributes to energy dissipating from the system with energy 

transmitting from the structure to infinity along the x direction. The damping term 
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'7 = Spc is proportional to the travelling wave velocity c and the mass ratio p / M . At 
2M 

large travelling wave velocity values, energy transmits faster along the x direction from 

the structure, and therefore the damping term is increased in value. When the damping 

term '7 = Spc is a value less than the natural frequency ()J of the structure, the system is 
2M 

refelTed to as under-damped and free oscillations of the fluid-structure interaction system 

are possible. When the damping term 77 = Spc is a value larger than the natural 
2M 

frequency ()J of the structure, the system is refelTed to as over-damped and no 

oscillations of the system are possible. The previous discussion proves and demonstrates 

that natural vibrations of a fluid-structure interaction system subject to Sommerfeld 

condition are govemed by a complex eigenvalue equation, and therefore a method 

suitable to solve complex eigenvalue problems has to be used. 

5.2 Two-dimensional rigid rod-water interaction system 

In this illustrative example, it is assumed that the beam is rigid and supported by a 

coiled spring of stiffness K attached to the bottom of the beam as illustrated in Figure 

5.6. The system is assumed linear and able to rotate through angle e whose positive 

direction is clockwise. Therefore, the goveming linear differential equations describe 

small vibrations of the beam. 

Rigid rod 

Water 

x o 
Figure 5.6 Rigid rod-water interaction system 
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5.2.1 Governing equations 

Fluid domain 

Structure domain 

Fluid-structure interaction interface 

.. ap 
Pf yB =-, . ax 

Fluid domain boundary conditions 

O<x<oo, O<y<h. (5.26) 

(5.27) 

x = 0, O<y<h. (5.28) 

In this investigation a zero free surface wave disturbance IS assumed on the free 

surface, 

p = 0, at y = h. (5.29) 

In a subsequent study (see section 5.3), examining an elastic beam a free smface 

disturbance is included. It therefore follows that by choosing a suitable stiffness value of 

the beam, the rigid-free surface disturbance problem can be deIived. 

On the bottom of the reservoir, assumed impermeable and rigid, 

ap / ay = 0, at y = O. (5.30) 

At infinity in the water domain, the Sommerfeld radiation condition is assumed in the 

form 

X--1 00 , (5.31) 

5.2.2 Solutions for p( x, y, t) and B(t) 

By using the separation of variable method, we seek solutions of the pressure p, 

rotation angle B in the forms 

p(x,y,t) = P(x,y)T(t) = X(x)y(y)T(t) , 

B( t) = rpT(t) . 

By introducing the following parameters, 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 
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x=xl H, y=yl H, a/ = K T2 
J ' 

T=Hlc, 
~ g 
g = H IT2 ' p=Pjlps, 

J = PsSH
3 

F=PjgH, p=Fp, 
3 

t = Tr, M= 
FH3T2 

J 

we derive the dimensionless form of equations (5.18)-(5.20) as 

a2- a2- a2-
~+~=~ 
ax2 ay2 ar2 ' 

a2 
() 2 -11 _ _ - _ -) +0 ()= M p(O,y,r)Bydy, ar 0 

(5.34) 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

at x = o. (5.37) 

As the water pressure satisfies the same equation as derived for the two-dimensional 

elastic beam-water problem discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, one can use the results 

presented in these Chapters. It follows from equations (3.1), (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) that the 

functions T(t) and X(x) satisfying equation (5.31 ) (constant coefficients neglected) are 

of the form 

(5.38) 

When free surface waves are neglected, solutions for Y(y) expressed in equations 

(3.21) and (3.22) remain valid and are given by 

Y(y) == 0, for K = 0 or K = iK , 

Y,,(y) = COS(Kny) , for Kn = (2n - I)7r I 2, n = 1,2,3"", 

) ) ? 

A~l = £L -K~. 

Therefore, the pressure p and rotation angle () can be expressed as 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 
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00 

p(x,y,t) = F p(x,y,r) = FLA,/Ax COS(Kny)e-i.QT , (5.42) 
n=l 

(5.43) 

To calculate pressure p, N terms of the series in equation (5.42) are adopted. This 

allows equation (5.42) to be re-written in the matrix form, 

N 

p(x,y, r) = LA/ever cos(K,5)e-Wr 

n=l 

(5.44) 

Substituting equations (5.43) and (5.44) into equation (5.36), we obtain 

=M E A, (5.45) 

where 

E = [E ... E··· E ] ' I It N ' 

1_ _ (_1y+12 4 
En = 1 YCOS(KnY)ay = ( ) - 2' 11 = 1,2,·· ·,N. 

o 2n-11[ (2n-l) 1[2 

The substitution of equations (5.43) and (5.44) into equation (5.37) gives 

-~yQ2tp=i[)CICOS(KlY) ... ANCOS(KNy)JA. 
g 

(5.46) 
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Multiplying both sides of equation (5.46) by Y,lCy) = COS(K,ji) and integrating from 

o to 1 with respect to y and using the orthogonality relation of the functions Y,l(Y) 

m-:f:.11, 

rn= 11, 
(5.47) 

we derive the result, 

(5.48) 

where 1fT is the transpose of vector 1f, and 

AJJ 0 0 

0 A2I2 0 
IN = 

0 0 ANIN 

J 2 _ 1 (-If+J1 
II1=jCOS(Kn Y)c!.Y=-+ ( )' 11=1,2, .. ·,N. 

o 2 22n-11[ 

Equations (5.45) and (5.48) combine to give the matrix form, 

(5.49) 

To determine the natural frequency parameter Q of the coupled system described by 

this linear homogeneous system of algebraic equations, the characteristic eigenvalue 

equation of the beam-water system is given by 

oi _Q2 

~Q2ET 
g 

-M E 

=0. 
iIN 

(5.50) 

Before deriving the numerical solutions, we analyse and discuss the possible values 

of the parameters Q, A, K as follows: 

1) Q = Q,. + iQj , where Q r and Q j are real numbers. To satisfy the radiation 

d· . h· f . h h f -iQr -i(Q +iQ)1 Q·t -iQ t . con ItlOn, t e tIme unctIon as t e orm e = e r I = e I e r, a negatIve 
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real number value of Q i produces a decreasing vibration with time because of 

energy dissipation resulting from imposition of the radiation condition. 

2) A = Ar + iAi , where Ar and Ai are real numbers. To satisfy the radiation 

condition, the water pressure has the form 

Furthermore, to produce a travelling wave solution along the x direction, Ai must 

be a negative real number and both Ar and Qr' negative or positive at the same time. 

Therefore, the function p(x,t) has the form e-Aix+Qile±i(Arx-Qrl) for Q i <0, Ai <0, 

For the case when free surface waves are neglected, K IS a real number given by 

equation (S.40). 

After the natural frequency Q is found by solving equation (5.S0), we can evaluate 

the coefficient parameters rp and All (n=1,2,,,.,N) by substituting Q into equation 

(S.49) and eliminating one of the equations in equation (S.49). Setting rp = 1 or giving a 

value to anyone of the terms An allows solution of the remaining equations and thus we 

derive a relation between rp and An' It follows from equations (5.42) and (S.43) that we 

can now determine the cOlTesponding water pressure mode and beam rotation angle mode 

for this natural frequency. 

5.2.3 Numerical examples 

a) N =1 

For the simple case N = 1 (N is the number of adopted terms of the series In 

equation (S.42», equation (S.SO) is of the form 

(S.S1) 

giving 

(S.S2) 
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Equation (5.41) for n = 1 reduces to 

and the substitution of this equation into equation (5.52) gives 

Ifit is assumed that A] = i~, equation (5.54) changes into 

in which 

are all real numbers. 

Ifwe assume ~ = S - a2 ,equation (5.55) transforms into 
3a3 

(5.53) 

(5.54) 

(5.55) 

(5.56) 

2 3 

where a =!!..L - a2), /3= ao - ala; + 2a23 . The roots of this equation are (see Cohn 
a3 3aj a3 3aj 27 a3 

(1974»: 

where 

{

S] = q] +q2 

S2 = OJ] X q] +OJ2 X q2' 

S3 = OJ 2 X q] + OJ] X q2 

(5.57) 

(5.58) 
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Here, we find that the determinant 

/3 2 a 3 

.0..=-+-
4 27 

Furthermore, if we let 
a 2 

- 2 and write 77--7 ' a;, 

determinant is expressible in the form, 

a; (0)2 - K12 Y a; 
108 

Again, if we let s = 0)2, this equation transforms into, 

6 

.0.. = ~ _ S - K1 + K1 S - K1 _ 2 ~ + S - K1 

( 

4 ( 2 )2 2 ( 2 )J 2 ( 2 )3 

77 4 108 6 77 27 27 

(5.59) 

(5.60) 

(5.61) 
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This is a third-order polynomial in S with real valued coefficients. By examining the 

first and second differential of this function with respect to s, we find that 

(5.62) 

(5.63) 

indicating only one turning point S = K7 +!L when 6."(s) = 0 . When S is large enough, 
12 

6.'(s) > 0, 6."(s) > 0, 6.(s) is an increasing function . 

7.0 
.,1(s) 

6.0 

5.0 

4.0 

3.0 

2.0 
So 

1.0 

0.0 
s 

-1.0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 

Figure 5.7 Zeros of function 6.(s) 

Figure 5.7 illustrates the computed function 6.(s) in the region 0 ~ s ~ 8.0. Figure 5.7 

is obtained by connecting each point of the calculated value of function 6.(s) for each s 

in the range of [0,8.0] with increment of 0.1 . The zero value occurs when s = So = 1.29. 

We can see from Figure 5.7 that, after s > so' 6.(s) is always increasing and therefore 

6.(s) is always positive for s > so' For positive determinant, there exist one real root and 

two conjugate complex root solutions to equation (5.56). Similar to the one-dimensional 

case, the real root solution represents a constant static pressure at infinity, and the two 

conjugate complex root solutions are the radiation condition solution we are looking for. 

In Figure 5.7, when 0 < s < so, the determinant 6.(s) < 0, there exist three different real 
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roots for equation (5.56). But the stiffness K of the spring has a minimum value in order 

to keep the rigid rod standing upward possible. The value S = OJ2 = K T2 = So represents 
J 

this minimum value for the structure. Therefore cases for fl(s) < 0 do not exist. 

Tr 1 1? M 
For the case K J = -, IJ = - + -, OJ- = 2.4, --;::;- = 3.0, only one solution is found 

2 2 2Tr g 

that satisfies the radiation condition and this is given by 

{ 

Q = 1.65 - 0.22i 

AJ = 0.70- 0.52i' 
(5.64) 

We now can evaluate the coefficient parameters rp and AJ by substituting Q and AJ 

into equation (5.49) and eliminating one of the equations in equation (5.49). Setting 

rp = 1 or giving a value to AJ allows solution of the remaining equations and thus we 

derive a relation between rp and AJ • It follows from equations (5.44) and (5.43) that we 

can now determine the cOlTesponding dimensionless water pressure J5 mode and beam 

rotation angle e mode for this natural frequency. 

In the following numerical examples, for N = 1, we set AJ = 1, therefore from 

equation (5.44) the amplitude of dimensionless pressure J5 is 1; for N = 2 and N = 3, we 

use rp = 1 , therefore from equation (5.43) the amplitude of rotation angle e is 1. 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 
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Figure 5.8 Dimensionless water pressure along rigid rod at time t = O. 
(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 1 ) 
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Figure 5.8 illustrates the dimensionless water pressure along the rigid rod at 

dimensionless time r = O. Figures 5.9 and 5.10 display the time histories of the 

dimensionless water pressure p (at point x = 0, y = 0) and the rigid rod rotation angle 

e for the solution presented in equation (5.64). 
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Figure 5.9 Dimensionless water pressure time history at point x = 0, y = O. 

(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 1 ) 
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Figure 5.10 Rigid rod rotation angle e time history. 
(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 1 ) 

5 

From Figures 5.9 and 5.10, we see that the solutions are all of oscillatory form. 
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b) N=2 

For the case N = 2, equation (5.49) takes the form 

OJ2 -d -M EJ -M E2 

i.dE 
~ J iAJIJ 0 = 0, (5.65) 
g 

i. n 2E ~ 2 0 iA2I2 
g 

gIvmg 

(5.66) 

where 

(5.67) 

To find solutions satisfying equation (5.66), the following method is used. First 

calculate the values of function If/(n) = -AJAJJ2( OJ2 - d) + i "! d(AJEj + A2E!) for 
g 

every n = nr + ini (-10.0:::; nr :::; 10.0, -10.0:::; n i :::; 10.0), adopting a step length of 

L'Jnr = 0.1 and L'Jni = 0.1 . The function If/( n) has a complex value, If/( n) = If/r + i If/ i , 

where If/r and If/i are real numbers. We now analyse these terms to find out the small 

intervals where If/r and If/i change sign from positive to negative or from negative to 

positive at the same time. A Newton-Raphson method (see, for example, Froberg 1965) is 

then used to find solutions for If/( n) = 0 where the sign changes occurred. 

For the case 
n 3n 1 1 1 12M 

K J =2' K2 =]' IJ ="2+ 2n' 12 ="2- 67r' OJ =2.4, g =3.0, 

we find only one solution that satisfies the radiation condition, which is given by 

{

n= 1.80- 0.47i 

AJ : 1.08 - 0.78~ . 

A2 -1.92 - 4.381 

(5.68) 

We now can evaluate the coefficient parameters rp and An (n = 1,2, ... ,N) by 

substituting n, A J and A 2 into equation (5.49) and eliminating one of the equations in 

equation (5.49). Setting rp = 1 or giving a value to anyone of the terms An allows 
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solution of the remaining equations and thus we derive a relation between rp and ~1' It 

follows from equations (5.44) and (5.43) that we can now determine the corresponding 

dimensionless water pressure mode and beam rotation angle mode for this natural 

frequency. 
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Figure 5.11 Dimensionless water pressure along rigid rod at time t = O. 
(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 2) 
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Figure 5.12 Dimensionless water pressure time history at point x = 0, y = O. 

(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 2 ) 
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Figure 5.13 Rigid rod rotation angle e time history. 
(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 2) 

5 

Figure 5.11 shows the dimensionless water pressure acting along the rigid rod at 

dimensionless time T = O. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 display the time histories of the 

dimensionless water pressure p (at point x = 0, y = 0) and the rigid rod rotation angle 

e for the solution presented in equation (5.68). 

c) N =3 

Using a similar method to the one developed for N = 2 case, we derive solutions for 

the case N = 3 adopting the values 

1) =i_~, 1, =i+_1_, ui =2.4, ~ =3.0 for illustrative purposes. Only one 
- 2 6n - 2 IOn g 

solution is found as given by 

Q = 1.55 -1.03 x 10-4 j 

Al =6.16x10-4 -0.26i 

A2 = 3.59 x 10-5 
- 4.45i . 

A, = 2.21 X 10-5 -7.70i 

(5.69) 

Figure 5.14 illustrates the dimensionless water pressure along the rigid rod at 

dimensionless time T = O. Figures 5.15 and 5.16 display the time histories of the 
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dimensionless water pressure p (at point x = 0, y = 0) and the rigid rod rotation angle 

e for the solution presented in equation (5.69). 
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Figure 5.14 Dimensionless water pressure along rigid rod at time t = O. 
(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 3) 
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Figure 5.15 Dimensionless water pressure time history at point x = 0, y = O. 

(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 3) 

From equation (5.50) we detive the water pressure distribution along the beam. Like the 

one-dimensional case, the dynamic behaviour of the beam-water interaction system 

subject to the Sommerfeld radiation condition is similar to a viscous damped free 
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Figure 5.16 Rigid rod rotation angle e time history. 
(Rigid rod-water two-dimension case, N = 3) 

5 

vibration. It is also noticed that only one natural frequency is found for the rigid beam 

water interaction system. The beam has one degree of freedom while the fluid is a 

continuum with an infinite number of frequencies. It is noted that the number of degree of 

freedom in the fluid (i.e. N = 1, N = 2, N = 3 , etc) does not affect the number of the 

natural frequencies of the system. However, this number affects the accuracy of the 

results, which is observed from Figures 5.8-5.16. For more accurate results, higher 

retained term number N is needed. 

5.3 Two-dimensional elastic beam-water system 

5.3.1 Natural vibration 

Using the results derived in Chapters 2 and 3, the natural frequency of the two

dimensional elastic beam-water interaction system can be obtained by solving equation 

(3.59). 

The orthogonality relations associated with natural vibration assuming an undisturbed 

condition imposed at infinity have been discussed by Xing, et aZ. (1997). In a similar 

manner, the orthogonality relations of the complex natural vibration forms with a 
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Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity are derived and presented m 

Appendix B. 

A Fortran language program was written to solve equation (3.59) which is included in 

Appendix C together with flow charts. 

In these illustrative calculations, it is assumed that the densities of the beam 

(concrete) and water are Ps =2.4 x103kg/m3 and Pj =1.0x103kg/m3, respectively. 

The elastic modulus of the beam is E = 2.94 x 1010 Pa and the velocity of sound in water 

is c = 1439m / s . 

From Section 5.1, it is observed that when damping exists, the frequency of the 

interaction system is complex and its real part has a slightly smaller value but very close 

to the undamped natural frequency and its imaginary part has a very small value when the 

damping coefficient is small. 

In Chapter 4 we derived the first three natural frequencies OJ 1 = 1.21, OJ 2 = 2.96, 

OJ 3 = 5.62 associated with an elastic-beam water interaction problem assuming parameter 

values r = 10.0, v = 0.8, ~Il = 1, 1j = 1 with no free surface wave disturbance present. At 

infinity, an undisturbed condition was imposed. For a Sommerfeld radiation condition 

existing at infinity and with the same system parameters, because of the complex nature 

of the fluid-structure interaction system, it is now expected that the natural frequencies 

are of complex value. 

To solve equation (3.59), firstly, we use a method similar to the one used in Chapter 

4. We portion the frequency domain into small intervals, e.g. A < OJ r :S;.l.O + A, 

A = 0,1,2,3"", -O.1:S; OJi:S; 0.1 (OJ,. and OJ i are the real and imaginary parts of 

eigenfrequency OJ, respectively), and we compute the value of det R at 100 x 200 

points (LlOJ,. = 0.01, LlOJ i = 0.001) and detect the possible root region where the signs of 

R,. and Ri in equation (3.59) change. We find the exact roots using a Newton-Raphson 

method within those small intervals. For the parameters chosen, solutions of the 

illustrative fluid-structure interaction system are, 

OJ1 = 1.21+1.62 x 10-IJ i , 

OJ 2 = 2.96 +3.96 x 10-12 i, 
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(;), = 5.62 + 1.83 x lO-JOi, 

allowing the natural frequency of the system to be evaluated from the relation 

Q = Q b X (;)2 = Q b x [(cv; - (;)n + 2(;)r(;)ii] , 

where Q b = [EJ / (p\FH4) r12 
represents the frequency parameter of the dry beam. 
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Figure 5.17 The first three modes of dimensionless beam displacement and water 
pressure of elastic beam-water interaction system excluding free surface waves. 

Figure 5.17 displays the first three modes of dimensionless beam displacement and 

water pressure of the elastic beam-water interaction system excluding free surface waves. 

It is observed that all three frequencies have real component values which are close to the 
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natural frequency values when an undisturbed condition is imposed at infinity. Their 

conesponding imaginary component values are all very small and the associated mode 

shapes are the same as those presented in Chapter 4. 

When free surface waves are included in the mathematical model, equations (3.23) 

and (3.59) are coupled equations and they need solving at the same time to derive the 

natural frequencies of the beam water interaction system subject to a Sommerfeld 

radiation condition imposed at infinity. Using a similar method to the one applied to 

solve equation (3.59) alone when free surface waves are excluded, for each given value 

of OJ we can obtain a series of K n , 17 = 1,2,3"", and therefore the value of det R is 

derived. For demonstration purposes, only the first two modes of beam displacement and 

water pressure of the elastic beam-water interaction system are presented in Figure 5.18. 

For the parameters chosen, solutions of the illustrative fluid-structure interaction system 

are, 

(J)/ = 1.23+4.78x10-5 i , 

(J)2 =2.72-2.30x10-5 i. (5.72) 
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Figure 5.18 The first two modes of dimensionless beam displacement and water pressl1re 
of elastic beam-water interaction system including free surface waves. 
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The corresponding natural frequencies of beam water interaction system subject to an 

undisturbed condition imposed at infinity with free surface waves included are 

OJ] = 1.24, OJ 2 = 2.97 . It can be seen that with free surface waves included, the influence 

of the Sommerfeld radiation condition on the natural frequencies of the beam water 

interaction system is that the natural frequencies are of complex values with small 

imaginary components compared to their real components but additionally slightly 

changes the real components of the natural frequencies. 

The pressure mode shape in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 are quite different because Figure 

5.17 shows the results for the case without free surface wave, and the water pressure on 

the surface is zero. Figure 5.18 shows the results for the case with free surface wave 

including, and the water pressure on the surface is not zero. 

5.3.2 Dynamic response 

(1) Foundation vibration 

All the equations are the same as those derived in section 4.3.1 except that all the 

constants and coefficients are of complex values. Table 5.1 presents the calculated 

complex values of the constants Dj(J = 1,.··,8) when a foundation vibration is present. In 

the following numerical examples we assume parameter values r = 10, v = 0.8, 

Q w = (5,0), Wo / H = 0.1, rm = 0, ri = 0 and 01/ = 1, r, = 1 for illustrative purposes. 

D] 

D2 

D3 

D4 

Ds 

Table 5.1 D j (J = 1,···,8) in the case of foundation vibration with Q w = (5,0), 

Wo / H = 0.1, r = 10, v = 0.8. 

rm=O, ,;=0 rm = 1, r, = 1 

(2.93E-O 1 ,-8.52E-02) (4.96E-O 1 ,-2.36E-O 1) 

(2.93E-O 1 ,8.52E-02) (4.96E-O 1 ,2.36E-O 1) 

(-1.51 E-02,-2.56E-18) ( -1.69E-02,-1.20E-17) 

(1.55E-01,1.44E-17) (4.5SE-01,2.40E-16) 

(-6.28E-02,5.64E-02) (-2.34E-02,1.21E-01) 
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D6 ( -6.28E-02,-5.64E-02) (-2.34E-02,-1.2IE-01 ) 

D7 (-1.19E-01,-3.07E-17) (-2.78E-02,-2.68E-17) 

D8 ( -6.39E-03,-1.98E-19) (-2.26E-02,5.93E-19) 

These numerical results show that both the dimensionless displacement and water 

pressure are represented by complex values with a very small magnitude imaginary part 

in comparison to the real part. For example, the real part displacement is of order 0.1, 

whereas the imaginary part displacement is of order 6 xl 0-17 
. Physically these variables 

are real values and because of their smallness it is assumed that their imaginary part 

contributions are caused by numerical error and therefore should be zero. 

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the real part component for the dimensionless beam 

deflection and dimensionless water pressure, respectively, when a harmonic foundation 

vibration is present. When compared to the results associated with an undisturbed 

boundary condition at infinity described in Chapter 4, the displacements and water 

pressure are of very similar shape distributions along the beam, but the amplitudes of the 

beam vibration are slightly smaller for the Sommerfeld radiation condition than those for 
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Figure 5.19 Real part of dimensionless beam displacement with .ow = (5,0), Wo / H = 0.1, 

r = 10, v = 0.8, 'in = 0, ri = 0 and rm = 1, 'i = 1 (Foundation vibration case). 
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Figure 5.20 Real part of dimensionless water pressure with Q w = (5,0), Wo / H = 0.1, 

r = 10, v = 0.8, rill = 0, lj = 0 and ';/1 = 1, lj = 1 (Foundation vibration case). 

the undisturbed condition. This is because the radiation condition allows energy to 

dissipate from the system to infinity, so the system's mechanical energy is lower in the 

radiation condition than in the undisturbed condition causing reduced beam vibration 

amplitudes. As discussed in Chapter 4, the attachment of a top mass with inertia 

decreases the natural frequencies of the system which makes a significant difference in 

beam vibration and water pressure amplitudes. This is demonstrated by the changes 

OCCUlTing in the first and second modes. When the value of rill increases, the beam 

displacement reduces whereas the water pressure increase sharply. 

As observed from Figures 5.19 and 5.20, the attached mass with concentrated 

moment of inertia has a big effect on the dynamic behaviour of the beam-water 

interaction system. Therefore, to develop accurate designs of systems involving beam

water dynamic interaction problems, both attached mass and concentrated moment of 

inertia should be taken into account. 

(2) Harmonically excited vibration at the free end of the beam 

The governing equations describing the dynamical behaviour in the fluid and solid 

domains for a beam harmonically excited at the free end remain unchanged to those as 
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presented in Section 4.2.2 except that all functions and constants and coefficients are of 

complex values. 

Table S.2 presents the calculated complex values of constants DAi = 1,.··,8) when a 

forced sinusoidal vibration occurs at the free end of the beam. In the numerical examples 

the following parameters are used: r = 10, v = 0.8, flo = (5,0), Qo = 8.0 x 107 N , 

rill = 0, 1j = 0 and rill = 1, 1j = 1 . 

D
J 

D2 

D3 

D4 

D5 

D6 

D7 

Ds 

Table S.2 Dj (J = 1,···,8) in the case of free end forced vibration with flo = (5,0), 

Qo = 8.0 x 107 N , r = 10, v = 0.8 . 

'ill = 0, 1j = 0 rm = 1, 1j = 1 

(S.29E-Ol ,-3.92E-O 1) (2.0SE-Ol ,-1.S2E-Ol) 

(S .29E-O 1,3 .92E-O 1) (2.0SE-O 1, 1.S2E-Ol) 

(-4.16E-03,-I.72E-17) ( -1.63E-03,-7.22E-18) 

(7.80E-O 1, 1.99E-16) (3.02E-Ol,7.64E-17) 

(1.02E-O 1, 1.68E-Ol) (3.93E-02,6.49E-02) 

(1.02E-O 1 ,-1.68E-O 1) (3.93E-02,-6.49E-02) 

(2.46E-Ol,-9.S3E-17) (9.48E-02,-1.70E-17) 

(-4.2SE-02, 1. 70E-17) (-1.64E-02,7.19E-19) 

Again these numerical results show that both displacement and water pressure are 

represented by complex values with a very small magnitude imaginary part in 

comparison to the real part. Physically these variables are real values and because of their 

smallness it is assumed that their imaginary part contributions are caused by numerical 

error and therefore should be zero. 

Figures S.21 and S.22 show the real part components of the dimensionless beam 

deflection and the dimensionless water pressure for the system under a free end forced 

external action. Compared to the presented results for the undisturbed case in Chapter 4, 

the beam displacements and water pressure are of similar shape distribution along the 
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beam, but the amplitudes of the beam vibration are slightly smaller in value in the 

Sommerfeld radiation condition than those determined for the undisturbed condition. The 

reasons for this are discussed in Section 5.4.1. The addition of a top mass increases the 

values of the beam displacement and water pressure, whereas the effect of the 

concentrated moment of inertia at the free end of the beam has the opposite influence. 
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Figure 5.21 Real part of dimensionless beam displacement with £20 = (5,0), Qo = 8.0 X 107 N, 

r = 10, v = 0.8, 'Ill = 0, r, = 0 and rm = 1, 'i = 1. (Free end forced vibration case) 
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Figure 5.22 Real part of dimensionless water pressure with £20 = (5,0), Qo = 8.0 x 107 N , 
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The calculated results show little difference between the dynamic behaviour of the 

beam-water interaction system subject to a Sommerfeld radiation condition or an 

undisturbed condition when a free end forced vibration is imposed. This result suggests 

that for simple beam-water interaction problems, we can implement an undisturbed 

condition at infinity instead of the Sommerfeld radiation condition, and derive a very 

good approximate solution with reduced analytical and computational effort. 
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Chapter 6 

Numerical analysis of a two dimensional nonlinear beam water 

interaction system 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a coupled iterative scheme, referred to as a partitioned procedure (see, 

for example, Bathe (2001)), is used to calculate the nonlinear dynamic responses of a 

beam-water interaction system. This scheme solves the fluid flow equations for the last 

calculated structural configuration before the forces along the fluid structure interface are 

calculated. The application of these forces in the structural model allows evaluation of the 

incremental structural displacements that are applied to the fluid model and the process 

between structure and fluid continues until convergence of the load/time behaviour is 

reached. In previous preliminary numerical investigations (Xing et al. (2002, 2003)), the 

structure was treated as a rigid body undergoing large motions so that ideas and concepts 

were clarified before considering a fully flexible solid. This chapter continues the above 

study by examining the behaviour of structures through a nonlinear beam-water 

interaction system. The beam is assumed to undergo a large rigid motion and small elastic 

deformation. This research uses a fluid solver code which is briefly discussed in 

Appendix D and was described, validated and used in investigations performed by Xing 

et al. (2002,2003) and Price and Chen (2005). 

6.2 Governing equations 

Figure 6.1 illustrates the two-dimensional beam-water interaction system under 

examination and models a simple flap wavemaker. The bottom and left-hand-side wall of 

the towing tank are impermeable. The length of the tank is L and depth of water h when 

the flap is upright, and the volume of water is hL. The flap is modelled by a uniform 

elastic beam of density Ps and length H(> h). It is assumed the fluid is incompressible 

and its density is represented by P f' Point 0' denotes the position of the attachment of 

the beam to the tank's base where a spring of stiffness Ck acts. The beam rotates about 
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0' and a clockwise rotation denotes a positive angle O. Point A represents a position on 

the beam at distance H /2 from 0'. In the beam's vertical upward position, the spring is 

in its natural state with no deformation. At time t = 0, the elastic beam is pulled to an 

initial rotation angle 00 by an extemal force and released to undergo a free vibration. If 

necessary, the extemal force can be applied continuously and the fluid-structure 

interaction process investigated. However, here only the free vibration interaction is 

examined. 

z 

o 

L 

water 

Pi 

0' 

beam 
Ps,H 

y 

Figure 6.1 A beam water interaction system idealising a simple wavemaker. 

6.2.1 Dynamic equations of solid 

The motion of the beam is a combination of a large rigid rotation about point 0' and 

small deformation along the beam. The deformation in the beam's axial direction caused 

by the component of gravity is assumed negligible and therefore neglected. To define the 

dynamics at a point on the beam, two variables in the form of a rigid rotation angle 0 and 

deflection of the beam HI are specified. For a small deformation, we assume that all the 

deflections are perpendicular to the mid-face axis of the undeformed beam and the length 

of the beam remains constant H (i.e. no elongation of the beam). Figure 6.2 illustrates the 

beam displaced and deflected. In order to derive the motion of the beam, we introduce the 

material frame of reference coordinate system 0' - YZ attached to the beam. This allows 

the transformation between the unit coordinate vectors of the moving frame 0' - YZ and 

the fixed spatial coordinate system 0 - yz to be defined as 

a = icosO- jsinO, 

b = i sill 0 + j cos 0 . 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 
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Taking the time derivative of equations (6.1) and (6.2), we obtain 

a=O (-isinB-jcosB)=-O b, (6.3) 

6 = 0 (icosB- jsinB) = 0 a. (6.4) 

By assuming the deflection of the beam IS small (i.e. aw / az «Bo) and 

perpendicular to the O'Z axis, the position vector of an arbitrary point Z on the beam 

relative to 0' - YZ at time t can be written in the vector form, 

R = wa+Zb. 

The first and second order time derivatives of this vector are given by 

R = (}v + ZO)a - wO b, 

R = (w + ze- w(2)a - (we+ 2wO+ Z(2)b. 

z 

j 
water 

o 

Figure 6.2 Beam displacement in material (Y,Z) and spatial (y,z) 
coordinate reference systems 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

Let us now examine the small element of beam shown in Figure 6.3 with mass centre 

at position R. External and internal forces act on the element such as water pressure 

pdZ, gravity PsgdZ, shearing force V and bending moment M. The positive directions 

of these forces are shown in Figure 6.3. 

The application of Newton's law of motion to element dZ gives 

.. ( av) p\dZ· R = pdZ - aZ dZ a +P.\gdZ(asinB- bcosB). (6.8) 
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By assuming all forces act in the O'Y direction and summing moments about any 

point on the upward face of the element, we find that 

aM =V 
az ' (6.9) 

where the term associated with (dZ)2 and rotation of the element dZ about its centre of 

mass are neglected. 

The bending moment is related to the curvature by the constitutive relation 

M = EJ
a2w 

az2 ' 
(6.10) 

where EJ denotes the flexural rigidity of the beam. 

On substituting equations (6.6), (6.7), (6.9) and (6.10) into equation (6.8), and 

assuming the unit vector a is orthogonal to unit vector b, we derive the relationships 

a2 
( a2w) (.. .. . 7) . 

--7 EJ--2 +Ps w+ZB-wB- = p+psgsm8, aZ- aZ 

zii = ocosB-we-2wB " , 

in the directions of a and b, respectively. 

z Z 

o 0' 
Y 

v + aV dZ 
aZ 

y 

Figure 6.3 Forces acting on a small element of flexible beam 

For the case of constant flexural rigidity EJ , equation (6.11) reduces to 

(6.11) 

(6.12) 

(6.13) 
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Equations (6.11) and (6.12) or equations (6.13) and (6.12) are the two coupled 

equations governing the dynamics of the elastic beam assuming a large rigid rotation 

angle () and a small elastic deflection. 

To these coupled equations, boundary conditions must be introduced before solution 

can take place. It is assumed that no concentrated force or moment acts at the free end 

(Z = H) of the beam. The base of the beam is simply supported. The spring at Z = 0 

provides a concentrated moment that prevents the beam from falling down. The boundary 

conditions applicable to the wavemaker are given by 

w(o) = 0, a2
w( 0) _ C (8 aw( O)J 

EJ 2 - k +::'1 ' aZ uZ 

a\v(H) =0 
az3 . 

(6.l4) 

If we substitute equation (6.12) into equation (6.13), and multiply it by Z before 

integrating with respect to Z from 0 to H, we obtain 

I
I! 

= 0 (p + PIg sin8)ZdZ, (6.l5) 

where 1 = faH p,( Z2 + w2 )dZ denotes the moment of inertia of the elastic beam. An 

application of the boundary conditions gives 

IH EJ a
4
w ZdZ =EJ a

3
w Z H -IH 

EJ a
3
w dZ = -EJ a

2
w H 

o az4 az3 
0 az3 az2 

o 0 

(6.16) 

Thus equation (6.15) becomes: 

.. (I! ). ( aw(O)J IH 18+ fo 2Ps wwdZ 8+ Ck 8+az + op,wZdZ 

(
H2 H J H 

-PIg T sin8 + fawdZcos8 = fapZdZ. (6.17) 
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The static equilibrium position of this system is obtained by solving the two coupled 

equations derived from equations (6.13) and (6.17) with all time derivatives set to zero. 

6.2.2 Fluid flow equations 

This research uses the fluid code described by Price and Chen (2005) as the viscous 

fluid solver, which had been previously used for investigations by Xing et al (2002, 

2003). The fluid flow equations and fluid representation are attached in Appendix D. 

6.2.3 Beam-water interface boundary conditions 

The boundary condition applicable on the beam water interface is the no slip 

condition, where the displacement and velocity of the water particles are the same as 

those on the wet surface of the beam. The boundary condition imposed by the beam on 

the interface is the force acting on the wet surface of the beam caused by the water 

pressure. That is, after substitution from equations (6.1) and (6.2), we find that on the 

Solid: 

p = p( y, z), where R = wa + Zb = (y - L)i + zj . (6.18) 

Water: 

11/1) = ,i;, and (y - L)i + zj = R = wa + Zb. (6.19) 

6.2.4 Static equilibrium position of the system 

For simplicity, let us assume that an equiliblium position exists when the flap is at 

position e = fJo (see Figure 6.1), no deflections occur, and the water depth is Ii. 

Furthermore, when the beam is vertical with zero deformation, it is assumed the system is 

at a zero potential position. The potential of the whole beam-water interaction system at 

arbitrary rotation e, assuming the spring is linear, is 

l? H2 
n( e) = 2 Cke- - psgT(1- cose) + f( e), (6.20) 

where f( e) represents an increment of the water potential given by 

( _f1ifL+ZIaIlB Pr gLh2 _ (l{2L li3 tan e IlL] f e) - Pf,gzdydz- - Pr g -+ -- . 
00 2' 2 3 2 

(6.21) 
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As the volume of water remains constant, it follows that 

-2 . 

h smB +hL= hL 
2 ' 

(6.22) 

glvmg 

h =~(±-Jl+2aSinB-l), 
smB 

(6.23) 

where a = h / L < 1, and we choose the positive solution. For small rotation angle B, 

using Taylor series to expand h and neglecting higher order terms, we obtain 

(6.24) 

The static equilibrium position B = flo is determined by solving the following 

variation equation, 

5n(B) =0. (6.25) 

This equation represents the total contribution of the rotation moment due to water 

pressure, the gravity acting on the beam and the twisting of the spring at point 0'. That 

IS, 

For small flo this equation can be linearised giving 

H2 h3 

Ckflo - P\gTflo - Pfg{j = 0, 

from which the equilibrium position is determined as 

h3 

_ Pfg{j 
flo - 2 . 

H 
Ck - Psg 2 

This equilibrium position is stable only if the following condition is satisfied, 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

(6.28) 

(6.29) 

From equations (6.20), (6.21) and inequality (6.29), the stable condition for the beam 

water system is given by the inequality 
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2 

Ck > PIg ~ cos/3o + JI/(/30)' (6.30) 

2 

Usually J"( 8) is small compared to Psg ~ cos flo when e is a small value. Under 

this assumption, the equilibrium position 8 = /30 is stable if 

H2 
Ck > PsgT' (6.31) 

From equation (6.28) and inequality (6.31), it is observed that when the twisting 

stiffness of the spring Ck is large enough satisfying inequality (6.31) the beam-water 

interaction system has a stable static equilibrium position at 8 = flo > O. 

6.3 Numerical scheme of study 

6.3.1 Solid representation 

The beam is discretised into 1211l uniform two-node Hermite beam elements. For a 

single element, a deflection is represented by 

4 

w,~(~) = LNi (~)X'~i = Nx~, 
i=1 

e [ xI! = wI! (jJn 

where 

N 1 ( ~) = 1 - 3 ~2 + 2 ~3 , 

NA~) = 3~2 _2~3, 

N 2 ( ~) = ( ~ - 2 ~2 + ~3 ) X , 

N4(~)=(~3 _~2)X, 

H 
X=-, O~~~l. 

nm 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 

An expansion of equations (6.12) and (6.13) produces the equivalent matrix forms: 

Kx + M(x - xii) + IzB+ C8 = P1 ' (6.35) 

(6.36) 

where 
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e e 

e 

K = C dNT(O) . dN(O) 
c k xde; xde;' 

Me = J;psNTNde;, I~ = f;psx(n -1 + e;)NT de;, 

P/ = J;NT(p+PsgSinB)Xde;, 

G I = (1 1 1 1 0 ... 0). 

Spatial and time discretisations are accomplished using the Newmark scheme, which 

basically consists of a Taylor series formulation using a quadratic expansion (see Bathe 

(1982)). The right hand side of equations (6.35) and (6.36) represent the total force acting 

upon the structure. The force relating to the fluid flow pressure is obtained from the flow 

solver at t = t1l+1 and a suitable criterion adopted to terminate the iterative process. 

6.4 Numerical examples 

To investigate the fluid-beam interaction system shown in Figure 6.1, for illustration 

purposes, the following parameters are used: P f = 1.0 x 103 kg· m -3, h = 1 m, H = 2m , 

L = 15m. 

From physical reasoning, we assume that the mass of the beam is much less than the 

mass of water and therefore neglect nonlinear gravity effects acting on the beam. Non

linearity influences arise in the description of the supporting spring and fluid flows. There 

is no spring element in the structure solver. In order to numerically simulate the twisting 

spring as shown in Figure 6.4, a combination of a simply supported beam QS and two 

identical trusses FQ and GS with suitable chosen boundary constraints is used to 

produce only a concentrated rotation moment about point 0'. In the two-dimensional 
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structure calculations, points F and G in Figure 6.4 are fixed, and point 0' has only 

one degree of freedom of rotation. 

B 

Figure 6.4 Numerical model for twisting spring 

In the simulations, the beam is initially statically located at a position of eo = O.2rads 

and then released. The dynamic process involved in the beam-water interaction is 

calculated. The densities of beams 0' B , QS and two trusses FQ, GS are 

Pb = 7.8 x 103 kg· m-3 (steel), Pq = 7.8 xl 03 kg· m-3 (steel) and P g = 5.6 x 103 kg· m-3, 

respectively. The Young's modulus of beam QS and two trusses FQ, GS are 

Eq = 2.0 X 1011 N· m-2 and Eg = 7.1 X 1010 N· m-2
. (The density and Young's modulus 

for the two trusses are artificially chosen for illustrative purpose and they can be 

changed.) For the elastic beam 0' B, its Young's modulus is Eb = 2.0 X 1010 N· m-2
• This 

value is atiificially increased to Eb = 2.0 X 1013 N· m-2 to simulate a rigid beam O'B. 

For the nonlinear spring case, all parameters given previously remain unchanged 

except that the Young's modulus Eg is assumed to have the nonlinear properties defined 

as 

4.0x 105 N ·ml rad 

1.2 x 106 N . J11 1 rad 
Eg = 8 

7.0 x ION· J11 1 rad 

7.1 x 1010 N . J11 1 rad 

1&1:::; 0.1 

0.1 < 1&1 :::; 0.2 

0.2 < 1&1 :::; 0.4 ' 

0.4 < 1&1:::; 0.7 

(6.37) 
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where ['; is the strain of the trusses. 

Before each calculation, we first use the structure solver to calculate the first vibration 

period of the structure. For the rigid beam structure and elastic beam structure with linear 

springs the first periods of vibration are T,. = 0.89s and 7;, = 1.7 3s, respectively. For 

nonlinear spring cases, the first vibration periods for rigid beam and elastic beam 

structures are '£,./1 = 0.88s and 7;,/1 = 1.72s, respectively. Subsequently, we use the 

dimensionless time 1 = t /10 in the calculations, where 10 represents the first vibration 

period of the structure of the studied case. Each chosen incremental time step is 

,11 = 0.01, and at time 1 = 1.0 the system vibrates over the first vibration period of the 

structure. 

In the numerical iteration process for each case, the structure and fluid domains are 

calculated by structure and fluid solvers, respectively. For the structure solver, in order to 

calculate the movement of a structure, the external forces, i.e., the water pressure forces 

along the beam in these cases, need to be known for the whole time history of each step. 

For the fluid solver, in order to calculate the movement of the fluid, the displacements 

and velocities of the moving boundary on the beam-water interface need to be known for 

the whole time history of each step. 

In the first step, we use the fluid solver to calculate the water pressure ff by 

assuming the beam does not move and stays at its initial position u~ (subscript denotes 

the step number and superscript defines the iteration number within this step). The 

structure solver is then used to compute the displacements "~ and velocities v~ of some 

points on the beam, assuming that the external forces keep the value of ff within the 

time history of this step. Then we use the fluid solver to calculate the water pressure 

forces f/ by assuming the beam configuration changes from initial position u~ and 

v~ = 0 to the next step displacements u~ and velocities v~. By assuming the external 

forces linearly change from ff to f/ within the time step, we can calculate the 

displacements "; and velocities v; of the points on the beam. This iteration procedure 

. '1 I m+1 /Ill h 5 Wh h contmues unt! "I -"j < error (error c osen as 1.0 x 10- ). en t e structure 
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configuration does not change within this time step, the next step calculation begins. 

Usually the first step takes much more iterations to reach convergence condition than 

other steps. 

0.30 
0.25 
0.20 

I 0.15 
C 0.10 

--- nonlinear spring 

linear spring 

Q) 
E 0.05 . 
8 0.00 +---+---,--~\----\.-f-:----if-----'-~-
~ -0 05fH O 0 5 .. 
~ . uJ . 
. !!! -0.10 . \Vi 
"0 -0.15 ~ l 

-0.20 1 
-0.25 J 

t (sec) 

Figure 6.5 Displacement time history at point A during simulation 
( eo = O.2rads , linear and nonlinear spring, rigid beam 0/ B) 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the time histories of the displacement of point A of the rigid 

and the elastic beam, respectively. Point A is a point on the half length of the beam (see 

Figure 6.1). Figures 6.7 and 6.8 display the time evolutions of the water pressure at point 

0/ . In Figures 6.5-6.8, real time t is used instead of the dimensionless time t because 

the time scale To is different for each case. 

The calculations take much time, such as for the rigid beam linear spring case, it takes 

five to ten hours for the first step (calculated at UNIX workstation, 300Mhz processor, 

128MB RAM) then about one hour for each time step LIt = 0.01 . The calculations were 

carried out on a workstation. Therefore, we terminate the calculation when one period is 

observed or when the vibration becomes stable. The more complicated the case, the more 

time steps are required in the calculation. Longer time responses are necessary for the 

nonlinear spring case than linear spring case, and an increased number of time steps for 

the elastic beam case than for the rigid beam case. 

It is observed from Figure 6.5 that the displacement response of the rigid beam 

system supported by the linear spring is a damped oscillation. The period of this free 

vibration of the beam water system is T = 0.90sec = 1.0rF,. which approximately agree 
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with the predictions of the rigid beam-water interaction system investigated by Xing et al. 

(2003), where an idealised rigid beam model is used. 

0.25 
--- nonlinear spring 

linear spring 
0.20 .r-... 

f ~.~~ .~/ . 
C1> 0.00 :' 
g -0.050;0"" 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.5 
c.. 
(f) 

"0 
-0.10 

-0.20 

-0.25 

t (sec) 

Figure 6.6 Displacement time history at point A during simulation 
(80 = O.2rads, linear and nonlinear spring, elastic beam OIB) 

It is found from Figure 6.7 that the water pressure follows a damping shaped profile 

but its characteristic does not follow a typical, simple damped oscillation form although 

the initial rotation angle is not large (80 = O.2rads). This may arise because of the 

modelling of the fluid field in which viscous effects are included in the numerical model. 

In Figure 6.7, the curve for the last few time steps for linear spring case is not smooth. 

The pressure is still rising but much slower than previous. The calculation for this case is 

well over one period of the structure's first natural vibration period without water. 

We see large variation for rigid beam cases and small variation for elastic beam cases 

between linear and nonlinear spring cases for displacement between Figure 6.5 and 6.6 

and for pressure between Figure 6.7 and 6.8. The reason is that the vibration along the 

elastic beam absorbs a significant part of the mechanic energy of the system. And the 

nonlinear spring is a soft spring which also delay the reaction of the system. 
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Figure 6.7 Pressure forces time history at point 0' during simulation 
(80 = O.2rads, linear and nonlinear spring, rigid beam O'B) 
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Figure 6.8 Pressure forces time history at point 0' during simulation 
(80 = O.2rads, linear and nonlinear spring, elastic beam O'B) 
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Figure 6.9 Free surface wave height disturbance along tank at dimensionless time 
[ = 0.1 , 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 for rigid beam, linear and nonlinear spring cases, 

e = O.2rad. 
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Figure 6.10 Free surface wave height disturbance along tank at dimensionless time 
[=0.1, 0.4 , 0.8, 1.2 , 1.6 for elastic beam, linear and nonlinear spring cases, 

e = O.2rad. 
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Figure 6.11 Free surface wave height disturbance along tank at dimensionless time 
t = 0.1 , 0.4, 0.8, 1.2 for rigid and elastic beams, linear spring case, 

e = O.2rad. 
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Figure 6.12 Free surface wave height disturbance along tank at dimensionless time 
t = 0.1 , 0.4 , 0.8, 1.2 , 1.6 for rigid and elastic beams, nonlinear spring case, 

e = O.2rad . 
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A very obvious difference between the rigid and elastic beam systems is observed in 

Figures 6.6 and 6.8, where oscillations appear with higher frequency content and the 

dynamic responses of the beam-water interaction system are affected by the dynamic 

characteristics of the elastic beam. One vibration period ends when point A returns to its 

initial position or the direction of the velocity of point A changes twice. The actual 

vibration period for the elastic beam water system is T = 2. 79 sec compared with 

~ = 1.73 sec for elastic beam structure system in air (t = T / ~ = 1.6). For the rigid beam 

case, the equivalent period is T = O.90sec = 1.01~. These results demonstrate the 

influence of fluid-structure interactions when the complexity of the system increases. 

For the initial rotation angle used herein, the nonlinear spring is weaker than the 

linear one, and therefore it is seen from Figures 6.5 - 6.8 that the vibration period for the 

nonlinear system is longer than that for the linear one. The effect of the nonlinearity of 

the supporting spring on the vibration period and response curves for the elastic beam is 

more obvious than for the rigid beam. 

The free surface wave height disturbances along the towing tank are shown in Figures 

6.9-6.12. The left hand side of Figures 6.9 - 6.12 denotes the fixed boundary for the water 

and the right hand side represents the beam which is the wave-maker. In these Figures, 

the horizontal axis desclibes the length along the towing tank, and the vertical axis 

defines the free surface wave height under the assumption that the free surface height is 

zero at its initial position. 

The dynamic processes In both the rigid and elastic beam systems show damped 

oscillations, but the amplitudes of the responses for the elastic beam system reduce faster 

than those for the rigid beam system. This is because the elastic beam has deflection 

movement as well as rigid rotation and these dissipate more efficiently mechanical 

energy than a single rigid rotation movement as in the case of a rigid beam. 

The free surface wave height profiles for both rigid and elastic beam G'B with linear 

spring are shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 and the nonlinear spring cases are shown in 

Figures 6.11 and 6.12. Here the first vibration period of the structure is chosen as a 

characteristic time and conesponding dimensionless times are used. 

Similar to the displacement responses described previously, the wave height 

decreases more in value for the elastic beam system than the rigid one. It is also observed 
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that non-linearity of the sprIng has more influence on free surface wave height 

disturbance for the rigid beam system than the elastic one and the free surface wave 

height amplitudes for the nonlinear spring case are smaller than those predicted for the 

linear spring systems. 
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Figure 6.13 Wave height disturbance time history at two metres away from the 

wave-maker. (a) rigid beam, linear spring; (b) rigid beam, nonlinear spring; 

(c) elastic beam, linear spring; (d) elastic beam, nonlinear spring. 

Figure 6.13 shows the wave height disturbance time history at a point in the water 

surface two metres away from the wave-maker, i.e., at point (13.0,1.0) in the fixed spatial 

coordinate system 0 - yz (the wave-maker is based at point (15.0,0)) for rigid and 

elastic beam, linear and nonlinear spring cases. It is assumed that the original wave 

height is zero when the system is static. Calculation time for elastic beam cases is longer 

than rigid beam ones and nonlinear spring cases is longer than linear spring cases. It is 

seen that the wave height for elastic beam cases is much lower than the rigid beam cases. 
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In Figure 6.13 the maximum of wave height for elastic beam cases is around 0.1117, whilst 

the one for rigid beam cases is around 0.3m (the water depth h = 1 m). 

These calculations show that although the initial rotation angle 80 = O.2rads is not 

large, the free surface wave height amplitude is quite large compared to the water depth 

(h = 1111), especially in the rigid beam cases in which the largest wave height amplitude 

recorded is about 0.35 In. This indicates that the dynamic process occurring in the beam

water interactive system is nonlinear. 

Further calculations show that for a rotation angle 80 = O.5rads, separation between 

beam and water occurs as well as an increase in determined wave height of 

approximately 0.6m, which caused difficulty in calculations using the current computer 

code. To solve this problem requires the mathematical model to include possible fluid

structure separation in simulations of the fluid-structure interface as well as accounting 

for shallow water affects. 

There is no readily available experimental data or other independently determined 

results to compare with this particular study. The only available results to compare are 

given in the investigation by Xing, et al (2003) in which a spring-rigid beam-water 

system was studied. Because the structure and fluid solvers are both proven to be 

effective in separate structure or fluid domain (see Price and Chen (2005)) cases, the only 

added problem is the fluid-structure interface. This problem is solved by iterative 

procedures to ensure convergence is achieved at every step. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and further research work 

The present research study concentrates on the natural characteristics and dynamic 

responses of beam-water interaction systems in both linear and nonlinear cases. Linear 

problems are discussed in Chapters 2 to 5, and the dynamic response of a nonlinear 

beam-water system presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 1 explains the background to this 

research and includes a brief review of research investigations relating to beam-water 

interaction problems involving natural frequency and dynamic responses of linear and 

nonlinear systems. Chapter 2 derives the governing equations in a variable separation 

form to evaluate the natural frequency and dynamic response of a linear beam-water 

interaction system with an attached mass with moment of inertia at the free end of the 

beam subject to an undisturbed or Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity in the water 

domain. Chapter 3 discusses the numerical method to solve the equations developed in 

Chapter 2. Chapter 4 studies the natural frequency of the system and its dynamic 

responses subject to a horizontal foundation vibration and a free end forced vibration of 

the beam-water interaction system with undisturbed condition imposed at infinity. 

Chapter 5 investigates the effect of the Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at 

infinity on the natural frequency and dynamic response of the fluid-structure systems. A 

one-dimensional spring-mass-water system, a two-dimensional spring-rigid rod-water 

system and the beam-water interaction system presented in Chapter 5 are included in this 

investigation. Complex values of frequency are derived in these cases, indicating that the 

introduction of a Sommerfeld radiation condition produces energy dissipation from the 

system and its dynamic behaviour is similar to characteristics observed in a viscously 

damped free vibration. Calculations show little difference between the dynamic responses 

of the beam water system with imposed undisturbed or Sommerfeld radiation condition at 

infinity, though the latter significantly increase computational and analysis effort. In 

Chapter 6, an iterative procedure is used to calculate the dynamical responses of a 

nonlinear beam-water interaction system which simulates a flap wave maker. The 
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influence of structural elasticity in the dynamic response of the whole system and the 

influence of nonlinearity of the structure in the dynamic response are mainly studied. 

7.1 Conclusions 

The following conclusions are drawn from these investigations, which provide 

guidelines to deal with some beam-water interaction problems in engineering. 

1) For linear systems, the attached mass with moment of inertia has significant influence 

in the dynamical responses of the beam-water interaction system. The natural 

frequency of the system decreases when the value of attached mass or moment of 

inertia increases. 

2) The imposed Sommerfeld radiation condition at infinity on a fluid-structure 

interaction system produces an energy dissipation from the system through the fluid 

even though there is no damping contribution considered in the fluid and structure. 

The natural frequencies of the system are of complex values of which the real 

component values are close to the cOITesponding natural frequency values determined 

when an undisturbed condition is imposed at infinity and the imaginary component 

values are very small representing a damping mechanism. This first derivation of the 

natural frequency for a two-dimensional fluid-structure interaction problem with 

radiation condition imposed at infinity provides support to physical intuition of 

energy dissipation from this non-conserving energy mechanism. The results derived 

in Chapter 5 provide an understanding of how the Sommerfeld radiation condition 

affects the natural vibration and dynamic response of the system. The number of 

degrees of freedom adopted in defining the behaviour of the fluid does not affect the 

number of system frequencies. 

3) Dynamic responses of linear beam-water interaction systems for horizontal 

foundation vibration and free end forced vibration are investigated for both imposed 

undisturbed or radiation condition. The results show significant differences between 

the cases with and without attached mass and concentrated moment of inertia, 

therefore they should be taken into account in design studies where applicable (e.g., 

offshore structures with significant top weight component). Numerical examples 
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show little difference between dynamic responses of the beam-water interaction 

systems with undisturbed or Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity. This 

result indicates that for some simple fluid-structure interaction problems, the 

undisturbed condition at infinity may be applied instead of the Sommerfeld radiation 

condition and reasonable results achieved with a decrease in theoretical analyssi and 

computational effort. 

4) The goveming equations describing the nonlinear dynamics of a beam undergoing a 

large rigid rotation about its base and small elastic deformation are developed, which 

are transferred into numerical equations using a mixed finite element - finite 

difference model. The iterative method developed demonstrates an effective and 

practical approach to solve strongly coupled structure-water interaction problems by 

using a FEA solver in the structural analysis of a beam and a finite difference solver 

for the fluid dynamics. 

5) From the numerical simulations of this beam-water interaction system adopting rigid 

or elastic beam, linear or nonlinear spring, the following points summarise findings. 

a) Significant differences are observed between dynamic responses of rigid and 

elastic beam systems. Therefore a cautious approach should be used when treating 

a flexible structure as a rigid body since error may ensue and physical behaviour 

missed or wrongly represented. A fluid-structure interaction analysis is necessary 

to safeguard the investigator from such pitfalls. 

b) As a result of the deflection deformation of the elastic beam, the amplitudes of 

dynamic responses of beam displacement, fluid pressure and free surface wave 

height decrease in value faster than those for the rigid beam system. The dynamic 

response amplitudes of elastic beam-water system are smaller than those 

cOITesponding to the rigid beam-water system. 

c) The nonlinearity of the spring has more influence in the rigid beam system than in 

the elastic beam system for the cases studied. This is because the supporting 

spring is the only element to constrain the rigid rotation of the beam. 

d) Even for small initial rotation angles, the responses of the elastic beam-water 

interaction system are nonlinear in character. 
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To summarise, it is concluded that the mathematical model and analytical methods 

investigated, developed and the results obtained in this thesis provide an important 

contribution to the study of the dynamics of beam-water interaction systems by providing 

new insights into the mechanisms arising when different boundary conditions are 

imposed in the mathematical model. 

7.2 Further research work 

Further research investigations will focus on the dynamic behaviour of more 

complicated fluid-structure interaction problems. 

Firstly, in this study, the boundary conditions of the beam are fixed-free or simply 

supported-free. If we want to use the beam-water model to simulate a long thin ship 

floating on water, free-free boundary condition should be applied to the structure. The 

dynamic behaviour of a free-free elastic beam-water system will be investigated. The 

governing equations are the same, but the boundary conditions are different. 

Secondly, the nonlinear effect caused by gravity due to the large rotation movement 

of the beam is not included in the present numerical study. From equations (6.11), (6.12) 

and (6.17), we can see the governing equations of the structure become much more 

complicated, and the nonlinearity of the dynamic behaviour of the system may be more 

visible. The structure solver code needs to be updated with the gravity effect being 

considered. This basic study provides the foundation to develop a general mathematical 

model to tackle a wide range of fluid-structure interaction problems and to assess the 

importance or otherwise of different assumptions introduced into the model allowing 

comparison with physical reality. 
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Appendix A 

Application of separation of variable method 

For equation (2.1) 

;lp (lp 1 ;lp 
-+-=---
ax2 ai c2 at2 

' 
O<X<co,O<y<h. (A.I) 

where c denotes the velocity of sound in water, we assume the pressure has the form 

p(X,y,t) = P(x,y)T(t) = X(x)Y(y)T(t). (A.2) 

Substituting equation (A.2) into equation (A.l) and divide both sides of the equation 

by X(x)y(y)T(t) , we obtain 

1 (a2 
(

2
) 1 1 a2 

X(x)Y(y)T(t) ax~ + ay~ = X(x)y(y)T(t) c2 atf , 
1 (a 2(x(x)Y(Y)T(t)) a2(x(x)Y(Y)T(t)))= 1 1 a2(x(x)Y(Y)T(t)) 

X(x)Y(y)T(t) ax2 + ai X(x)Y(y)T(t) c2 at2 

1 [a 2 X(x) a2 y(y) J X(x)Y(y) 1 a2T(t) 
X(x )Y(y )T(t) ax2 Y(y )T(t) + ai X(x )T(t) = X(x )Y(y )T(t) c 2 aT' 

X"(X) Y"(y) 1 i(t) 
--+--=---. 
X(x) Y(y) c2 T(t) 

(A.3) 

In equation (A.3), the three terms in the equation are functions of variables x, y and 

t, respectively. This equation stands only if all the terms in this equation are constants. 

Therefore, We assume that 

X"(X) =_;~?, 
X(x) 

Y"(y) A2 

Y(y) = -K , 

i(t) A 2 

T(t) = -Q , 

(A.4) 

(A.S) 

(A.6) 

and from equation (A.3), the three constants ..l, k and .Q satisfy the following equation, 
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or in another form used in Chapter 2, 

Equations (A.4)-(A.6) can therefore be expressed in the following forms, 

X" + ~2 X = 0 , 

(A.7) 

(A.S) 

(A.9) 

(A. 10) 

(A.ll) 
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Appendix B 

Orthogonality relations of the complex natural vibration forms 

The o11hogonality relations associated with natural vibration assuming an undisturbed 

condition imposed at infinity have been discussed by Xing, et al. (1997). In a similar 

manner, the orthogonality relations of the complex natural vibration forms with a 

Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity are derived as follows: 

A solution is assumed in the form p(x,y,t)=P(x,y)T(t), uj(y,t)=Uj(y)T(t) and 

u2(y,t) = U2 (y)T(t) , where T(t) = e- if2t
. The substitution of this solution into equations 

(4.70)-(4.77) and (4.79)-(4.82) gives 

or 

A 2 
Q 

PH+-P=O 
,11 c2 

~y(x,o) = 0, 

P(x,lz) = 0, with the free surface waves neglected, 

A 2 
Q 

Pv --P = 0, with the free surface waves included, 
, g 

Pr - icQP = 0, x -7 00, 

EJU;4)(y) - p\FUj(y) = -p(O, y), 

EJU~4)(y) - Ps FU2 (y) = 0, 

U1(O)=O, 

U/(O)=O, 

III () A 2 EJU2 H = -l1loQ U2 ( H), 

U1(h) = U2 (h), 

O<y<h, 

h<y<H, 

(B.l) 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

(B.4) 

(B.S) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.IO) 

(B.ll) 

(B.12) 

(B.l3) 
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V/(h)=V/(h), 

V/' (h) = V2" (h), 

III () III ( ) Vj h = V 2 h. 

(B.14) 

(B.IS) 

(B.16) 

For convenience, a tensor index i (i = 1,2) is used to represent x and y, respectively, 

equations satisfied by the conjugate solution p * = P*T*, u; = V;T*, u; = V;T* can be 

derived, which is similar to the set satisfied by solution p = PT, uj = VjT , 112 = V2T but 

with all complex quantities replaced by their corresponding conjugate quantities. These 

equations are as follows. 

or 

(iif 
~;: +--2 -p* = 0, 

c 

~;(x,o) = 0, 

P*(x,h) = 0, 

p* _ (ilf p* = 0 
,v ' , g 

with the free surface waves neglected, 

with the free surface waves included, 

x ----t 00 , 

x=O, 

EIV;(4)(y) - PsFV;(y) = -p(O,y) , 0 < y < h, 

*(4) *_ EIV2 (y) - p\FV2 (y) - 0, h < y < H, 

V;'(O) = 0, 

"4/ 
V j (0) = 0, 

EIV;" (H) = Io( it)2 V;' (H), 

(B.17) 

(B. IS) 

(B.19) 

(B.20) 

(B.2l) 

(B.22) 

(B.23) 

(B.24) 

(B.2S) 

(B.26) 

(B.27) 

(B.2S) 
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U;(h) = U;(h) , (B.29) 

/ / 

U; (h) = U; (h), (B.30) 

1/ /I 

U; (h)=U; (h), (B.31) 

III /11 

U;' (h) = U; (h). (B.32) 

A A * 
It is assumed that Q Il and Q

IIl 
are two different natural frequencies and ~l' U11l ' 

U2n and ~~, U;/ll' U;/ll the corresponding natural vibration forms satisfying equations 

(B.l)-(B.16) and their conjugate equations (B.17)-(B.32). For these solutions, we 

consider three pairs of equations (B.l), (B.7), (B.8) and their conjugate equations (B.17), 

(B.23), (B.24). The multiplication of these equations by their conjugate form of solution 

and integrating over the water domain and structure region in conjunction with 

subtraction of the integration of their conjugate equations gives, 

0= fr[(B.l) x ~~ -(B.l7) x ~1]dr 

+ f:1 

[( B.7) x Pf (12;;/)2 U;'1ll - (B.23) X Pl12~Uln JdY 

+ fl [( B.8) x Pr (12;;/)2 U;I/l - (B.24) x Pf12~U 211 JdY , (B.33) 

where r represents the domain of water with its boundary S . 

Substituting equations (B.l), (B.7), (B.8), (B.17), (B.23) and (B.24) into equation 

(B.33), we obtain 

(B.34) 

By using Green's theorem, it follows that 
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= -f (P,z,Ao, y )p'~(o, y) - p,z(o, y )p'~)o, y))dy 

-J: (P,z)x,O)p,~(x,O) - P,Jx,O)p,~)x,O))dx 

+ {' (P'z,y(x,h )p,~(x,h) - P,z (x,h )p,~)x,h) )dx 

(B.35) 

The second integration term of equation (B.35) equals zero when we consider 

boundary condition equations (B.2) and (B.18). Applying the other boundary condition 

equations (B.3)-(B.6), (B.19)-(B.22), we can simplify equation (B.35) into the following 

form, 

A? ( A * )2 
J ( " * ) .Q~ - .Q III f= ( ) * () ( ) () r P'z,iiP'11 - P,zP,n,ii dT = fJ g 0 P'1 x,h P,n x,h dx - Jllm 0 + JI/II1 00 , 

where 

JII1Il (x) = f[ P,;:(x, y )P'l)X, y) - p,~,Ax, y)P,Jx, y) ]dy, 

JIIlI1 (O) = PI J;1 (P,JO, y)U;Ill(.Q:IY - P,;:(O, y )U],/2~ )dY , 

JlIln(oo) = lim JIIlIl(X) 
:r---1OO 

with the free surface wave neglected 

with the free surface wave included 

Integrating by parts for the third and fifth terms in equation (B.34), we derive 

(B.36) 

(B.37) 

(B.38) 

(B.39) 

(B.4G) 

(B.41) 
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(B.42) 

The sum of the boundary terms in these two equations reduces to zero when boundary 

condition equations (B.9)-(B.16), (B.25)-(B.32) are taken into account. 

The substitution of equations (B.36)-(B.42) into equation (B.34) gives 

(B.43) 

which has the same form as derived by Xing, et al. (1997) for an undisturbed condition 

imposed at infinity, with the exception that in this equation J
lIll1 

(00) * 0 (see equation 

(4.155») for the Sommerfeld radiation condition case whereas for the undisturbed 

condition case Jmn ( 00) = o. The substitution of equation (B.39) into equation (B.43) 

gIves 

fJ f= ( ) * ( ) J fll * ( ) ( ) } + - ~l X, h ~II X, h dx - ic lim ~II X, Y ~l X, Y dy = 0 . 
g 0 X-7= 0 

(B.44) 

For two different frequencies (m * ll), there exists the following orthogonality 

relation associated with natural vibration, i.e. 

(h:', + il" J(:2 J/;, P,;dT+ EJ p f [J>1 ,," U;"," dy + r U,,," U;"," dy ] 

fJ f= ( ) * ) J fh * +- ~l x,h ~,Jx,h dx - ic lim ~Il(x, y )~l(X, y)dy = o. 
g 0 X-7= 0 

(B.45) 
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Appendix C 

Flow chart and source program for linear problems 

C.l Flow chart 
Figure Cl shows the flow chart for the programs developed to solve equation (3.52). 

Namely, 

Declare variables 

Calculate all parameter values, 
within the do-loop of (j) 

Calculate the values of 
each Ri; 

Call subroutine 
to calculate 

values of Kn ' 
n = 1, ... ,N , for 

each value of (j) 

Calculate the determinant det R( (j)) 

for each value of (J) 

Yes 

Write value of (j) 

into file 

End of do-loop for (J) 

End program 

No 

Continue to next 
calculation of (j) 

Figure C.l Flow chart illustrating approach to determine the natural frequency 
of the linear system. 

(Cl) 
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The developed source program calculates the natural frequency of the linear two

dimensional beam-water interaction system with Sommerfeld radiation condition 

imposed at infinity. For the undisturbed condition cases, the structure of the program is 

the same, except that the beam functions are different and the variables are of real values. 

The source program allows solution of problems without free surface disturbances. 

For cases which include free surface wave, K n from the free surface wave disturbance 

equation (3.23) is unknown, and it needs to be solved for every frequency parameter Q 

or OJ. As discussed in section 3.3.1, equation (3.23) can be re-written as equation (3.61), 

which has the same form as equation (e1). Therefore, we can use the same method to 

find the natural frequency to evaluate roots for K n . The subroutine to find roots for K n is 

mostly the same as developed in the source program to search for the natural frequency 

parameter OJ, so there is no need to show this subroutine. 

To evaluate dynamic responses, the array R(8,8) changes to R(8,9), and the 

additional terms R(*,9) are used to store the non-zero terms on the right hand side of 

equation (3.50). The Gauss-Seidel method is used to reduce the full matrix R in equation 

(3.50) into an upper-triangular matrix, as shown in the source program. It is noted that in 

the program software the Gauss-Seidel method is used to derive the determinant of the 

matrix R, but in programs to calculate the dynamic responses, the Gauss-Seidel method 

is used to solve equation (3.50) with full rank coefficient matrix R. 

To derive the natural modes for beam displacement and water pressure responses, the 

program is the same as those to derive dynamic responses, except that now the natural 

frequency OJ i is substituted into the coefficient matrix R reducing its rank reduces to 7 

from 8. For convenience of calculation, we assume D8 = 1 , or set a certain value for any 

one of Dj(} = 1,2, ... ,8). This allows elimination of the last equation in equation (3.50) 

simplifying calculation to the values of the remaining seven D j . The corresponding 

beam displacement and water pressure variables are determined from equations (3.67)

(3.69) for this particular frequency OJ i . 
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C.2 Source program to find the natural frequency with undisturbed 

condition imposed at infinity. 

1************************************** 
I HERE Kn=(2n-l)PII2h, no disturbance on free 
surface 
1************************************** 

program new4 
! --- ---- --------------- ---- ----- --- ------------------------
! ** now change all real and complex (S) into (4) 
to save memory and space. 
I 

! main program begin, calculate natural freq of 
beam-water sys. 
! ----------------------------------------------------------

IMPLICIT NONE 

REAL::WR,WI,DW,WRO,WIO,dwr,dwi 

INTEGER:: I,J,NUM,N 1 ,N2,NO,NUMr,NUMi,N 
s,Nt,Nx,ii,NxO 

COMPLEX::W,SRR,WS 

OPEN(16,FILE='KESIl.DAT) 
OPEN(20,FILE='RESULTS.DA T) 
OPEN(30,FILE='kn.dat') 

OPEN( 1 O,FILE='rootbackup.DA T) 
OPEN(3S,FILE='ROOT.DA T) 
OPEN(4S,FILE='ROOT-NEWTON.DAT) 

OPEN(71 ,FILE='ROOT -NEWTON
check.DA T) 

open(S2,file='w-root-seeking.dat') 
open(62,file='w-root-search l.dat') 
open(72, fi le='w-root -search2.dat') 
open(S2,file='w-s2.dat') 

!----** CALCULATION BEGINS HERE ***** 

! ----- « W=WR+j*WI » 

NUM=O 
SRR=CMPLX(O.O,O.O) 

DW=O.OOOI 

WRO=S.404 
WIO=-S.OE-6 

dwr=O.OOI 
dwi=l.OE-6 

NUMr=41 
NUMi=11 
Ns=O 

!** Ns is the number of possible roots. at least 
one sign change. 

if( abs(WRO»=abs(WIO» then 
Nl=NUMr 

N2=NUMi 
NO=l 

do i=l,NUMr 
WR=WRO+(i-l)*dwr 
do j=I,NUMi 

WI=WIO+U-l)*dwi 
W=CMPLX(WR,WI) 
NUM=NUM+l 

write(*,*) 'W=',W 
CALL DETR(W,SRR) 

end do 
write(20, *) 

end do 
else 

Nl=NUMi 
N2=NUMr 
NO=2 

doj=I,NUMi 
WI=WIO+U-l)*dwi 

end if 

do i=I,NUMr 
WR=WRO+(i-l)*dwr 
W =CMPLX(WR, WI) 

NUM=NUM+l 
write(*,*) 'W=',W 

CALL DETR(W,SRR) 
end do 

write(20,*) 
end do 

!--get the first approach to the solution with 
original method---13.01.2004--
1************************************** 

WRITE(*, *) '1--------' 
call FIND(NO,N 1 ,N2,Nt) 

WRITE(*,*) '--** finish detrO and findO **-----' 

!* Nt=O 
Nx=O 

call wcloser(Nt,Nx) 
!************************************** 
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! --- ------- --------- --------- ----

END program new4 
!*** END OF MAIN PROGRAM new4 ****** 
1************************************** 

the following is the subroutine DETR to 
calculate the determinant of R. 

1************************************** 

SUBROUTINE DETR(W,SRR) 
!--------******** to calculate IRI ******-------

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::G ,PI,ROUF,ROUS,E,C,H,HI,PU,GAMA 
,TM,TI, & 

FF,EJ,EI,OGB,EMO,Cl, & 
WR, WI,XKR,XKI,RSRR,AISRR,DETSRR 

INTEGER::I,J,K,II,N 

COMPLEX::LAMBDA,AI,W,W2,W3,W4,OME 
GA,R(8,8),XK,XK2,XK3,XK4,QI,QIl,QI2,QI3, 
QI4, & 

EN,ENO,YN,YNl,YN2,YN3,SS,SRR,SM,SIO 

G=9.8 
PI=4*ATAN(1.0) 
ROUF= 1.OE+03 
ROUS=2.4E+03 
E=2.94E+1O 
C=1439.0 

H=50.0 
PU=0.80 

HI=PU*H 
AI=CMPLX(O.O,l.O) 

!----------HERE H IS H, HI IS h---------------------
1** WO=O.l 

GAMA=lO.O 
FF=ROUF*HfROUS/GAMA 
EJ=FF*FF*FFIl2 

!--- HERE bh fl 31l2, b=l, unit length weight-----
TM=l.O 
EMO=TM*ROUS*H*FF 

!------THIS IS UNIT LENGTH WEIGHT --------
TI=l.O 
EI=TI*EMO*H*Hf 1 000 

! ---- ------ --------- -----------

OGB=SQRT(E*EJ/ROUS/FF)IHfH 
Cl=CIOGB/H 

1*** NUM=NUM+l 

!---------------------- NUM IS THE NUMBER OF 
CALCULATIONS OF FILE 20 
! --------------------- FOR LATER USE TO FIND 
ROOTS. 

1** W=CMPLX(WR,WI) 
! here use W in index, not WR,WI ---
! ---- ------ ------------ ----- ------

WR=REAL(W) 
WI=AIMAG(W) 

W2=W*W 
W3=W2*W 
W4=W2*W2 

!---
SIO=W4*EIIROUSIFF/H/H/H 
SM=W 4*EMOIROUSIFFIH 

! ------ ---- ------ --- ---- --- ---- -- --------------------------

! here change SIO, SM, *=W4, save calculations. 
! ----------------------------------------------------------

OMEGA=W2*OGB 

DO 5 1=1,4 
DO 5 K=I,2 
R(K,4+ I)=CMPLX(O.O,O.O) 
R(K+2,I)=CMPLX(0.0,0.0) 

5 CONTINUE 

DO 1=1,8 
DO J=1,8 

R(I,J)=CMPLX(O.O,O.O) 
END DO 
END DO 

R(2, 1 )=AI*W 
R(2,2)=-AI*W 
R(2,3)=W 
R(2,4)=-W 

R(3,S)=-W2-AI*W*SIO 
R(3,6)=-W2+AI*W*SIO 
R(3,7)=W2-W*SIO 
R(3,8)=W2+W*SIO 

R( 4,S)=-AI*W3+SM 
R( 4,6)=AI*W3+SM 

R(4,7)=W3+SM 
R( 4,8)=-W3+SM 

R(5's)=-EXP(AI*W*(PU-l» 
R(5,6)=-EXP( -AI*W*(PU-l» 
R(5,7)=-EXP(W*(PU-l» 
R(5,8)=-EXP( -W*(PU-l» 

R(6,5)=-AI*W*EXP(AI*W*(PU-l» 
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R( 6,6)=AI*W*EXP( -AI*W*(PU-l» 
R(6,7)=-W*EXP(W*(PU-l» 
R(6,8)=W*EXP(-W*(PU-l» 

R(7,5)=W2*EXP(AI*W*(PU-l» 
R(7,6)=W2*EXP(-AI*W*(PU-l» 
R(7,7)=-W2*EXP(W*(PU-l» 
R(7 ,8)=-W2 *EXP( -W*(PU-l» 

R(8,5)=AI*W3*EXP(AI*W*(PU-l» 
R(8,6)=-AI*W3 *EXP( -AI*W*(PU -1» 
R(8,7)=-W3*EXP(W*(PU-l» 
R(8,8)=W3*EXP( -W*(PU-l» 

1 ________________________________________________________ _ 

1 the above elements is not relative to XK (Kn) 
1 LOOK OUT!!! here R(i,j)=-fai(pu),-fai',-fai",
fat' 

! -- ---- -------- -- ------ ----- ---- ----- ------- ---------------

R( 1,1 )=CMPLX( 1.0,0.0) 
R( 1 ,2)=CMPLX( 1.0,0.0) 
R(l ,3)=CMPLX( 1.0,0.0) 
R(l,4 )=CMPLX( 1.0,0.0) 

R(5,l)=EXP(AI*W*PU) 
R(5,2)=EXP( -AI*W*PU) 
R(5,3 )=EXP(W*PU) 
R( 5,4 )=EXP( -W *PU) 

R(6,1)=AI*W*EXP(AI*W*PU) 
R(6,2)=-AI*W*EXP( -AI*W*PU) 
R( 6,3)= W*EXP(W*PU) 
R( 6,4 )=-W*EXP( -W*PU) 

R(7, 1 )=-W2 *EXP(AI *W *PU) 
R(7 ,2)=-W2 *EXP( -AI*W*PU) 
R(7,3)= W2 *EXP(W*PU) 
R(7,4)= W2 *EXP( -W *PU) 

R(8,1)=-AI*W3*EXP(AI*W*PU) 
R(8,2)=AI*W3*EXP(-AI*W*PU) 
R(8,3)= W3 *EXP(W*PU) 
R(8,4)=-W3*EXP(-W*PU) 

! ----------------------------------------------------------
! give some initial values to the above elements 
! -------------------------- --------------------------------

N=20 
REWIND 30 

! ----------------------------------------------------------
!** here read knr,kni from file 30, by calculation 
1** from kncomplex4.f90 subroutine 

kncomplex( omeg) 

call kncomplex(OMEGA) 

!****************** 
! here put N in RR.dat file, N is the number of 
series cos(k*si) 04.05.2004 
! ------ ----- -------
!HERE N IS NUMBER OF XK IN FILE 30. 

'************************************** 
REWIND 30 

DO I=l,N 
READ(30, *) XKR,XKI 

get lambda first,------- lambda"2=OMG"2/c"2-
XK "2 ------------

XK=CMPLX(XKR,XKI) 
XK2=XK*XK 
XK3=XK*XK2 
XK4=XK2 *XK2 

LAMBDA=SQRT(OMEGA *OMEGA *H*H1CI 
C-XK2) 
1***** *** ** * ** ** * * ** * ** ** * ** * ______________ _ 
! here new update lambda, no sign decision--

! **** * ***** **** * * * ** *** ******---------------

QI=PU/2.0+SIN (2 *XK*PU)/4/XK 

QI l=EXP(AI*(XK + W) *PU)/21 AI/(XK + W)+ EX 
P(AI*(W-XK)*PU)/21 AI/(W-XK) & 

-W/AI/(W2-XK2) 
QI2=EXP(AI*(XK-W)*PU)/21 AI/(XK-W)-

EXP( -AI*(W + XK) *PU)/21 AI/(W + XK) & 
-W/AI/(XK2-W2) 

QI3=EXP((AI*XK+W)*PU)/2/(AI*XK+W)+EX 
P((W-AI*XK)*PU)/2/(W-AI*XK) & 

-W/(W2+XK2) 
QI4=EXP((AI*XK-W)*PU)/2/(AI*XK-W)-

EXP(-(AI*XK+W)*PU)/2/(AI*XK+W) & 
+W/(W2+XK2) 

! -- ---- ----------------- - ---- ------------------------------
! QI-->In, QIl, QI2,QI3,QI4 --> Inl,In2,In3,In4 
! --- -------- ------------ - -- -- -- -- --------------------------

EN=-lIQI/(l +AI*LAMBDA *(XK4-
W4)/GAMAlW4) 

ENO=-EN*(XK4-W4) 

YN=COS(XK*PU) 
YNl=-XK*SIN(XK*PU) 
YN2=-XK2 *YN 
YN3=-XK2*YNI 

! --- --- --------- ------- -- --- ---- ------- --------------------
EN--> En-, ENO--> En, YN=Yn(PU), 

YNl=Yn', YN2=Yn", YN3=Yn'''(PU) 
! ---------------------- -------- ---- ------------------------
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R( 1, 1)=R( 1 ,1)+EN*QIl 
R( 1 ,2)=R( 1 ,2)+EN*QI2 
R( 1 ,3)=R( 1,3)+EN*QI3 
R( lA)=R( 1 A)+EN*QI4 

R(5,1)=R(5,1)+EN*QIl *YN 
R(5,2)=R(5,2)+EN*QI2*YN 
R(5,3)=R(5,3)+EN*QI3*YN 
R(5A)=R(5A)+EN*QI4*YN 

R(6,1)=R(6,l)+EN*QIl *YNI 
R( 6,2)=R( 6,2)+EN*QI2 *YN 1 
R(6,3)=R(6,3)+EN*QI3*YNI 
R(6A)=R(6A)+EN*QI4*YNI 

R(7, 1 )=R(7, 1)+ EN*QI 1 *YN2 
R(7 ,2)=R(7 ,2)+EN*QI2 *YN2 
R(7,3)=R(7,3)+EN*QI3*YN2 
R(7 A )=R(7 A)+EN*QI4*YN2 

R(S,l)=R(S,l)+EN*QIl *YN3 
R(8,2)=R(S,2)+EN*QI2 *YN3 
R(S,3)=R(S,3)+EN*QI3*YN3 
R(8A)=R(SA)+EN*QI4*YN3 

END DO 
!************************************** 
! --- --------- -- ------ --- --- ------ --------------------------

! ----------- * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *- *- * * ----------------
!----------- END OF INPUT Rij(8*S), THEN 
BEGIN TO CALCULATE IRI-------------

! ** * * *** * ** * **IRI=SRR **** * * * * * ***** * *** 
! 

SRR=CMPLX( 1.0,0.0) 

DO K=1,7 
IF(R(K,K) .EQ. CMPLX(O.O,O.O» THEN 
DO I=K+l,S 

IF(R(I,K) .NE. CMPLX(O.O,O.O» THEN 
DO II=K,S 

1************************************** 
I just here should change all the elements from 
K to 9, but 

this file wrote as K,S, the results not 
continuous!!! 2002.12.lO 

! !! here is just S*S matrix, not S*9, should be 
k,S again!! 
!************************************** 

SS=R(I,II) 
R(I,II)=R(K,II) 
RCK,II)=SS 

SRR=-SRR 
END DO 

GOTO 149 
END IF 

END DO 
END IF 

SRR=SRR *R(K,K) 

149 DO J=S,K,-l ! was J=S,K+l,-1 
R(K,J)=R(K,J)/R(K,K) 

END DO 

DO I=K+l,S 
DO J=K+l,S 

R(I,J)= R(I,J)-R(I,K) *R(K,J) 
END DO 

END DO 
END DO 

SRR=SRR *R(S,S) 
! IRI=R(S,S) XX, other R(K,K)=l, k=1, ... ,7 

!---- END OF SOLVE EQUATIONS--------------
!************************************** 
! --- --- -- -------- ------ ---- --------------------------------
!************************************** 
!---- NOW BEGIN TO OUTPUT DATA TO 
'RESULTS.DAT' FOR DRA WING---

RSRR=REAL(SRR) 
AISRR=AIMAG(SRR) 
DETSRR=RSRR *RSRR+AISRR * AISRR 

WRITE(20,250) WR, WI,RSRR,AISRR 
250 FORMAT(2F 14.6,E20.S,E20.S) 

!---- IF IRI-->O, W IS THE RIGHT V ALUE.---
IRI=SRR NOW --------------------

END subroutine DETR 
! ------ ------------- ------------- ----------- --------
! ------ -------- ---- -- -- ----- ----- --------------------

SUBROUTINE FIND(NO,N 1 ,N2,Nt) 
1************************************** 
!below is to find the roots from file 20, 
RESULTS.DAT-->ROOT.DAT 
!************************************** 

IMPLICIT NONE 

REAL:: WR,WI,RSRR 1 ,AISRR 1 ,RSRR,AISRR, 
WIl,WRl 

INTEGER: :Nl ,N2,m,m2,m3,m4,mr,mi, 
i,j,Ns,Nri,NI0,N20,Nt,NO 

Ns=O 
!** Ns should be added up all, for all possible 
roots. Ns=O put outside this subroutine 
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!** Ns is the number of Sr or Si 
change sign and written in file 70. 

rewind 20 
do i=l,Nl 

read(20, *) WRl,WIl,RSRRl,AISRRl 
if(RSRRl>O.O) m2=1 
if(RSRRl<O.O) m2=-1 
if(AISRRl>O.O) m4=1 
if(AISRRl<O.O) m4=-1 

!* first read one line, get the first sign of sr and si 

do j=1,N2-1 
read(20, *) WR,WI,RSRR,AISRR 

if(RSRR>O.O) m=l 
if(RSRR<O.O) m=-l 
mr=m*m2 
if(AISRR>O.O) m3=1 
if(AISRR<O.O) m3=-1 

mi=m3*m4 
if(mr<O) then 

write(52,*) '*******SRRr change sign' 
write(52,102) WR,WI,RSRR,AISRR 
write(52, *) 

Nri=l 
!** use Nri to define Sr or Si change sign 
!** Nri=l, Sr change sign 
!** Nri=2, Si change sign 

write(72,202) Nri, WR, WI,RSRR,AISRR 
Ns=Ns+l 

end if 
if(mi<O) then 

write(52, *) '-----------SRRi change sign' 
write(52, 1 02) WR,WI,RSRR,AISRR 
write(52, *) 

Nri=2 
write(72,202) Nri,WR,WI,RSRR,AISRR 

Ns=Ns+l 
end if 

102 FORMAT(2F14.6,E20.8,E20.8) 
202 FORMAT(I2,2F14.6,E20.8,E20.8) 

'** if(mr<O .and. 
write(35,102) WR,WI,RSRR,AISRR 

m2=m 
m4=m3 
end do 

read(20,*) !* skip the empty line 

end do 

mi<O) 

'************************************** 
'** following is to find possible closer roots. 

!************************************** 

rewind 72 
!** Nt is the number of possible closer 

roots written in file 80. 
!** Nx is the number of closer roots, both signs 
change. 

if(Ns>=l) then 
read(72,248) NIO,WRl,WIl,RSRRl,AISRRl 

write(62,248) NlO,WRl,Wll,RSRRl,AISRRl 
end if 

! ** need to set if statement to make sure 
there is data to be read. 16.02.2005 

248 FORMAT(l2,2F14.6,E20.8,E20.8) 

do i=l,Ns-l 
!** Ns is the number of Sr or 

Si change sign and written in file 70. 
read(72,248) N20, WR, WI,RSRR,AISRR 

write(62,248) N20,WR,WI,RSRR,AISRR 

1* write(8, *) 'Nl+N2=',Nl+N2,' 
,Nl=',Nl,' ,N2=',N2 

if(N20+NlO==3) then 
Nt=Nt+l 

if(NO== 1) then 
if(N20==1) then 

end if 

write(82,316) WR,WIl 
else 

write(82,316) WRl,WI 
end if 

if(NO==2) then 
if(N20==1) then 

end if 

write(82,316) WRl,WI 
else 

write(82,316) WR,WIl 
end if 

316 FORMAT(2F14.6) 
end if 

end do 

NIO=N20 
WRl=WR 
WIl=WI 

! ** this do loop find out possible closer 
roots and write to file 80. 
! ---------------------- -----------------------------------

write(*,*) '--Nt=',Nt 
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'************************************** 
! the following deal with the hiding roots when 
only Nri=l or Nri=2 appears, 
! but Si or Si change signs within these Ns 

possible roots. lS.02.2005 
! -- --- ------------------ ---------------------------

if(Nt==O) then 
rewind 72 
if(Ns>=l) then 

read(72,24S) NlO,WRl,WIl,RSRRl,AISRRl 
if(RSRRl>O.O) m2=l 
if(RSRRl<O.O) m2=-l 
if(AISRRl>O.O) m4=l 
if(AISRRl<O.O) m4=-l 

end if 

!"'* need to set if statement to make sure 
there is data to be read. 16.02.2005 

do i=l,Ns-l 
!** Ns is the number 

of Sr or Si change sign and written in file 70. 
read(72,24S) N20, WR, WI,RSRR,AISRR 

if(RSRR>O.O) m=1 
if(RSRR<O.O) m=-l 
mr=m*m2 
if(AISRR>O.O) m3=1 
if(AISRR<O.O) m3=-1 
mi=m3*m4 

if(N20==2 .and. mr<O) then 
! ** use Nri to define Sr or Si change sign 

!** Nri=l, Sr change sign 
!** Nri=2, Si change sign 

end do 
end if 

write(S2,3l6) WR,WI 
Nt=Nt+1 

end if 
if(N20==1 .and. mi<O) then 

write(S2,3l6) WR,WI 
Nt=Nt+l 

end if 
m2=m 
m4=m3 

END subroutine FIND 
!------------- END OF subroutine FIND 
1************************************ 
! -- -------- --- ----- ---- ---- ----- -----------

subroutine wcloser(Nt,Nx) 
1************************************** 
! ----------------------------------------------------------

! * this subroutnie is to deal with the duplicate 
roots. 04.02.2005 
! ------------------ ---------------------------------------
implicit none 

!** real(S): :sr 1 ,sr2,si 1 ,si2,knr1 ,knr2,kni 1 ,kni2 
integer::i,Nt,j,Nx !* NO,Ns"N1,N2 

real,dimension(: ),allocatable: :aa 1 ,aa2 
integer ,dimension(:) ,allocatable::N 

allocate(aa 1 (Nt),aa2(Nt),N(Nt» 
!** only use Nt elements for dimension 

rewind S2 
rewind 35 
Nx=O 

do i=l,Nt 
read(S2,300) aa1(i),aa2(i) 

N(i)=l 
end do 

! * * read all data from file SO 
!** use N(i) to decide whether this root is 
duplicate. 
!** N(i)=l if unique, N(i»l if duplicate 

do i=2,Nt 
doj=l,i-l 

if( abs(aa 1 (i)-aa 1 U) )+abs( aa2(i)
aa2U» <3.0E-5) N(i)=N(i)+ 1 

end do 
end do 

1** Nx=O !** move to upper parts, possible 
roots can be found there. 14.02.2005 

rewind S2 
1 ** this is really 

important, re-write the data in file SO. 
do i=l,Nt 

if(N(i)==l) then 
Nx=Nx+1 
write(82,300) aal(i),aa2(i) 

write(35,300) aal(i),aa2(i) 
end if 

end do 

300 FORMAT(2Fl4.6) 

!** Nx is the number of latest 
**different** possible closer roots in file SO 

write(*, *) '-----Nx=',Nx 
1** write(9,*) '-----Nx=',Nx 

deallocate(aa 1 ,aa2,N) 
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! * * very important, to free the 
memory used by aal ,aa2 

!** otherwise, it will take up 
all the heap memory very soon. 

end subroutine wcloser 

!************************************** 

SUBROUTINE NEWTON(W,DW,WS) 
! ----------------------------------------------------------
! subroutine to find roots for IRI=O using 
Newton's method 
! W=WR+WI*i, WS is the solution point for 
IR(WS)I=O. 
! ----------------------------------------------------------

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL::DW,DWO,ADTW 
INTEGER::N 

COMPLEX::WO,Wl ,WS,SRRO,SRRI ,W,DTW, 
DDW 

DWO=DW/lO.O 
DDW=CMPLX(DWO,DWO) 

WO=W 
WRITE(45,*) 'WO=',WO 

Wl=CMPLX(WRl,WIl) 

DON=I,8 
!***because DDW=DDWIlO.O, no need 

too many steps. 

Wl=WO-DDW 

SRRO=CMPLX(O.O,O.O) 
CALL DETR(WO,SRRO) 

SRRI =CMPLX(O.O,O.O) 
CALL DETR(Wl,SRR1) 

!* WRITE(lO,*) 'N=',N,' SRRO=',SRRO,' 
SRRl=',SRRl 

if(abs(SRRO)<1.OE-9 .or. 
abs(SRRl )<1.0E-9) then 
!* SRRO, SRRI ~ 10E7 or larger 

WS=WO 
ADTW=O.O 

write( 45, *) '~~~~IRI=SRRO=',SRRO,', 

SRRl=',SRRl 

write(71, *) '--~-IRI=SRRO=',SRRO,', 

SRRl=',SRRl 
go to 499 

end if 

IF(ABS(SRR1-SRRO) .LE. 1.0E-9) THEN 
WS=WO 
ADTW=O.O 

write( 45, *) '++abs(SRR1-SRRO)<1.OE-9' 
write(71 ,*) '++abs(SRRl-SRRO)<1.0E-9' 

GOT0499 
END IF 

WS=(-WO*SRRl+Wl *SRRO)/(SRRO-SRR1) 
DTW=WS-WO 

ADTW=ABS(DTW) 

write(71,*) N,'=N, W=',W,', WO=',WO 
write(71, *) 'error=ADTW=',ADTW, 

WS=',WS 
WRITE(71 , *) 

if(ADTW .L T. 1.0E-9) then 
write(45, *) ' ... error<1.0E-9' 
write(71, *) ' ... error<1.0E-9' 
GOTO 499 
end if 

WO=WS 
DDW=DDW/lO.O 

END DO 

WRITE(45,*) 'NO SOLUTIONS FOR THIS 
W=',W,' WO=',WO 
write( 45, *) ' __ no roots--IRI=SRRO=',SRRO,', 
SRRl=',SRRl 

WRITE(45,*) 
WRITE(71,*) 'NO SOLUTIONS FOR 

THIS W=',W,' WO=',WO 
write(71,*) '--no 

roots--IRI=SRRO=',SRRO,', SRRI =',SRRI 
WRITE(71 , *) 

GOT0497 

499 WRITE( 45, *) ---------------
IERRI=',ADTW,' WS=',WS 
write(45,*) '--with roots--IRI=SRRO=',SRRO,', 
SRRI =',SRRI 

WRITE(45,*) 
WRITE(71 , *) '---------------IERRI=',ADTW,' 
WS=',WS 
write(71,*) '~~with roots~-IRI=SRRO=',SRRO,', 

SRRI =',SRRI 
WRITE(71, *) 

497 END subroutine NEWTON 
!------------- END OF subroutine NEWTON 
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Appendix D 

Fluid flow equations and fluid representation 

D.I Fluid flow equations 

In a Cartesian tensor notation, by following Hirsch (1988) we may express the non

dimensional equations governing a three-dimensional unsteady fluid flow in the form 

or 

aUi =0, 
ax 

I 

aUi =~(UU.-T) at ax. I } l)' 
J 

(D.!) 

(D.2) 

(D.3) 

where the fluid stress tensor Tij components due to pressure, VISCOUS stress and 

turbulence can be written as 

(D.4) 

Here Re = LUa / v denotes the Reynolds number, v is the turbulent kinetic viscosity 

and lliLl j is the Reynolds stress. The strain rate tensor Sij is defined by 

(D.S) 

The coordinates (Xi) = (x,y,z) and velocity components (uJ = (Uj,U2,U3) are non-

dimensionalised in terms of a characteristic length L and a characteristic velocity 

Ua = L / T, the time and pressure p by T and P jug, respectively. The fluid forces and 

moments acting on the structure are obtained by integration of the normal and tangential 

stresses over the structure's surface area. The components of fluid forces and moments 

are determined by canying out the integration over the solid surface. That is, 

(D.6) 
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(D.7) 

where ~ and Mi represent the components in the i-th direction of the fluid force F and 

moment M acting on the structure and ni denotes the component of the outward normal 

to the structure's surface. 

Equation (6.20) is the Reynolds-averaged form of the Navier-Stokes equation where 

the instantaneous values of velocity and pressure are replaced by their long-time averaged 

counterparts (see, for example, Kwak et al. (1986)). A result of the averaging process is 

the appearance of the Reynolds stress terms uiuj . For these terms, various levels of 

modelling are available, most of which involve a number of assumptions and 

approximations and require considerable experimental inputs. For illustration and 

simplicity, the turbulence model adopted in this study is the one-equation model of 

Baldwin and Barth (1991). The Reynolds stress terms uiu j in equation (6.21) are 

replaced by -2vt Sij' Here VI represents the turbulent eddy viscosity, which appears as 

part of an effective viscosity (~e + V t ) in the diffusion term of the Reynolds-averaged 

Navier-Stokes equation (see Townsend (1980)). 

On the bottom and fixed walls of the towing tank (see Figure 6.1), a no slip boundary 

condition holds. That is, 

u· =0 
J ' 

z = 0 or y = O. (D.8) 

The wave maker is a moving boundary and the water surface is free to the 

atmosphere. For a wave disturbance ((x, y,t), the profile of the free surface is gi ven by 

z - ((x, y, t) = 0 , (D.9) 

and because the free surface is a material surface, we have D( Z - ((x, y,t)) / Dt = 0 or 

(D.lO) 

The traction force on the free surface is the prescribed atmospheric pressure Po 

which is assumed to be perpendicular to the free surface if viscosity of the air and surface 
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tension properties of the fluid are neglected. The dynamic condition on the free surface is 

therefore expressed as 

(D.lI) 

where 1Ji is the unit vector along the outer normal of the fluid boundary r. 

D.2 Fluid representation 

Time discretisation. 

To derive the goveming equations of the body-fitted coordinate system expressed in 

equation (D.2), the following independent variables are introduced to transform the 

physical domain into a computational domain. That is, 

t = t , 

where ~i = ~,1J,( when i = 1,2,3. 

Let us suppose that the mesh velocity 

and the Jacobian of the transformation 

J = a(x, y,z) / a(~,1J,(), 

(D.12) 

(D.l3) 

(D.14) 

(D.IS) 

lS of conservative form in the curvilinear coordinate system. The continuity and 

momentum equations (D.l) and (D.3) are transformed as follows, 

-a(JQi)/a~i =0, (D.16) 

ad / at = -a( ei - e~) / a~i == -r , (D.l7) 

where 

r
UJ d=J: ' 
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In these relations, Qi denotes the contravariant component of velocity, S/uj denotes 

the contribution of the mesh motions to the convective terms e i in the Navier-Stokes 

equations. If the flow is laminar, VI vanishes from the viscous fluxes e~. 

The time derivative in the momentum difference equation is represented by the 

second-order, three-point, backward-difference implicit fOlmula 

J.5d l1+1 - 2d l1 + 0.5d l1-1 n+l 
---------= -r , 

Lit 
CD. IS) 

where r denotes the residual vector. The superscript n indicates the nth physical time 

level. 

To construct an iterative scheme to solve equations (D.I6) and (D.l7), an artificial 

compressibility relation is introduced by adding a pseudo-time derivative of pressure to 

the continuity equation in the form 

a¢ f3 a( JQi) 
= aT J a~i 

(D.I9) 

where ¢ = p + ~ with Froude number Fn = Vo / ~ Lg, T indicates the pseudo-time 
Fn-

variable and f3 is the artificial compressibility constant. 

The pseudo-time derivative in equation CD.I9) is replaced by an implicit Euler back

forward difference formula and equation (D. IS) is rewritten as 

pl1+1,111+1 _ pl1+I,1/l = _ a( JQi) 

[ J

I1+1.1Il+1 

aT fJ a~i ' 
(D.20) 

J.5d n+1.111+1 -J.5cfZ+1,1Il 1.5d"+J,1Il _ 2d" + O.5d"-J _________ = _r'1+1.111+1 _________ _ 

Lit 
(D.2I) 

LIt 
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where p = p / J and the second superscript m denotes the level of the sub-iteration used 

to converge the equations to the solutions of equations (D.16) and (D.17) for each time 

step. 

Combining equations (D.20) and (D.21), we find that the discretised incremental 

equation is obtained by linearising the right-hand side residual term R at the (n+ 1)-th 

pseudo-time level. That is, 

where 

~ + ~ (DIl+I'IIl+I _ DIl+I,m) [ (
a )1l+I,m] 

pHI aD 

= _ R Il+J
,1I1 _ ~(1.5 jjn+l,1Il _ 2 jjn + 0.5 jjll-I) , 

Lit 

p 

u 
D=J =JD, 

v 

w 

(D.22) 

Here l lr represents a diagonal matrix and Jill is a modified unit matrix defined as 

1 = dia [~ 1.5 1.5 1.5] 
Ir g Li r' Lit ' Lit 'Lit ' 

Jm = diag[ 0,1,1,1] . 

Spatial discretisation. 

The incremental solution of equation (D.22) is derived using the implicit scheme 

described by Rogers et al. (1991), Anderson and Bonhaus (1994), Shen et al. (1996), 

Koomullil and Soni (1999), Frink (1996), Xing et al. (2002). The viscous fluxes are 

approximated using a second-order central difference scheme. The derivatives of the 

convective fluxes in vector Rand aR / aD are discretised using second and first-order 
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upwind difference schemes based on the flux-difference splitting method. The derivative 

of the convective flux in the j-th direction is approximated by 

':lEi iii _iii 1 
u "" j j-

a~j L1~j 
(D.23) 

where the numerical flux E; is calculated usmg the approximate Riemann solver 

developed by Roe (1981) in the form 

Ej ~ ~ [ £j(D;+l) + £j(DJ - AG (D;+l + D;)) x( D;+l - DJ]- <P j , (D.24) 

where A is the Jacobian of the convective flux vector Ei and IAI = TIAIT-1 
. Here T is 

the matrix whose columns are the right eigenvectors of A, T-1 is the matrix whose rows 

is the left eigenvectors of A, and IAI is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are 

the absolute values of the eigenvalues of A. The matrix A is evaluated by using Roe

average variables, and cP j denotes a dissipation term. A second-order central difference 

scheme is obtained by setting cP j = 0 . 

Overset grids. 

The multi-zone overlap grid technique provides a conceptually simple method for 

domain decomposition. For instance, the background grid is constructed to cover the 

main body element and overset grids are imposed on the background grid to improve 

geometric flexibility and so effectively captures the interesting features of the flow field 

as described by Kao et al. (1994), Xing et al. (2002). The overset grid may be assembled 

using several grid blocks and, if required, each grid block can be treated exactly the same 

as the background grid blocks, but, if required, different solution methods may be 

employed for different sub-domains. 

In addition to the boundaries of the computational domain, sub-grids have intergrid 

boundaries with neighbouring donor sub-grids but may also contain holes. Proper 

boundary conditions, therefore, are needed on the intergrid boundaries and the hole points 

are blanked or excluded from the flow solution of Navier-Stokes equations. Details 
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describing the overset grid technique are given by Baysal et al. (1991), and Kao et al. 

(1994). 

Information transfer between the overlapping grids is of primary importance to 

develop an efficient overset grid technique. In the present study, a trilinear interpolation 

function (which has been proved to be more effective than a Taylor series expansion), is 

used to obtain the boundary values of the flow field variables for the overset grid from 

the background grid. That is, 

(D.25) 

where, 0:::; a,jJ,r :::; 1 are interpolation weights and the coefficients ai for i = 1,· ··,8 are 

determined from known values at the eight base vertices of the hexahedron surrounding 

the target point. Since the trilinear interpolation can only be used on cubes and the 

hexahedron formed around a target point is generally warped due to the curvilinearity of 

a body-fitted grid, it is therefore necessary to map a warped hexahedron to a unit cube by 

means of an isoparametric mapping. The relations between the coordinates (X I ,X2 ,X3 ) of 

the target point and the coefficients (a, jJ, r) can be expressed as 

(D.26) 

where the coefficient a~ is determined by the coordinates of the eight vertices of the 

hexahedron similar to calculating the coefficient ai of equation (D.25). A Newton 

iteration method can be used to obtain the coefficients (a,jJ,r). 
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